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REPORT OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON UNIFORM LEGISLATION AND STATUTES
REVII:s

IN RELATION TO THE

CROSS-BORDER JUSTICE AMENDMENT BILL

2009

REFERENCE AND PROCEDL RE

1.1

The Cross-border Justice Amendment Bill 2009 Bill was introduced into the
Legislative Council on 9 September 2009 by Hon N'Iichael Mischin MLC,
Parliamentary Secretary representing the Attorney General.

1.2

Following its Second Reading by Hon Michael Mischin MLC, the Bill stood referred
to the Standing Committec on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review Committee
pursuant to Standing Order 230A.

2

BACKGROUND TO THE BILL

2.1

This Bill amends the `ross-border Justice ;Ici 2008 Principal Act, which was the
subject of the Committee's Report No. 24.

2.2

In summary, the Principal Act gives effect to a cross-border justice scheme involving
Western Australia, South Australia and the Northern Territory. That scheme enables
the apprehension, by police officers of one participating state or territory, of persons
suspected of committing less serious offences in another participating jurisdiction and
for magistrates, fines enforcement agencies and prisons of the arresting jurisdiction to
deal with offences alleged to have been committed in another of the participating
jurisdictions.

2.3

The Principal Act permits the laws of South Australia and the Northern Territory to
apply within the borders of Western Australia in "cross-border regions".

2.4

The Principal Act also addresses:
*

powers of Western Australian police officers within the borders of other
participating jurisdictions;

*

powers of the police officers of other participating jurisdictions within
Western Australia;

*

powers of Western Australian courts in dealing with cross-border matters;

*

cross-border bail issues;
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*

cross-border custodial sentences;

*

cross-border fines enforcement; and

*

cross-holding of statutory offices,

amongst other matters.
2.5

Equivalent legislation has been assented to in the Northern Territory and South
Australia.

2.6

A "cross-/wit/er region" is defined in section 19 of the Principal Act as being a region
that:
a stradt//es the hon/er he/lice,, the S/ate and one or hot/i of

i/ic

vt/icr participating jurisc/ictio us:
h is prescribed hi the regulations to he a cross-border region.

2.7

Regulations have not yet been gazetted. The Committee was, however, advised in the
course of its inquiry into the Principal Act that the Principal Act had been drafted with
the central Australian region in mind and that the Eucla and Kimberley border regions
were also being considered for prescription.'

2.8

Although the Principal Act was assented to on 31 March 2008, its substantive
provisions have not yet been proclaimed. It has not, therefore, become law or come
into practical effect.

Supporting Conunoni rea/t/i legis /ation

2.9

In its Report No. 24, the Committee noted advice that an amendment of the Service
and Execution of Process :1 ci / 992 corn;nonirealth/ was required for the Principal
Act to operate.2 In the Second Reading Speech in respect of the Bill, Hon Michael
Mischin MLC advised the I louse that the relevant Commonwealth amendment Bill
had been assented to by the Commonwealth Parliament on 7 September 2OO9. The
Committee notes that that amending Act took effect on assent.4

Western Australia. Legislative Council. Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes
Review. Report 24. russ-border .lo.siicc Bill 2}}. 19 Februaty 2008. pp6.7 and 8-9. See Appendix S of
that Report br a map ol' the proposed central cross-border region.
Western Australia. I egislati' e Council. Standing Committee on Unilbrni Legislation and Statutes
Review. Report 24. `ross-horde,' his/icc Bill 200. 19 February 2008. p2!.
1

I-Ion Michael lischin MLC Western Australia. Legislative Council. Par//amen/an Jcbuic. Jtansaril. 9
September 2009. p39.
Section 2 of the Law and ,Jzi,s lice

7

`os.c Border and h/icr .lnlcnd/Ilc;,Ls - Ia 2009.
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3

St:NIrVLARV OF THE BILL

3.1

The Bill Appendix 1 corrects some minor technical drafting errors in the Principal
Act, tightens the wording of two provisions, updates a reference to the proposed South
Australian legislation and makes two more significant amendments:
*

one, clause 7, to the repatriation rights of persons released from custody; and

*

one, clause 10, to the power of coroners to investigate the death of a resident
of one jurisdiction whilst in the custody ofa different jurisdiction.

3.2

The Explanatory Memorandum to the Bill is Appendix 2.

3.3

The Bill is not directed at the recommendations made in the Committee's Report
No.24.'

4

UNIFORM LEGISLATION

4.1

National legislative schemes implementing uniform legislation take a variety of forms.
Nine different structures, each with a varying degree of emphasis on national
consistency or uniformity of laws and adaptability, have been identified. The
structures are summarised in Appendix 3. The Bill does not neatly fit within the
specified categories hut bears similarities to both Structure 2 and Structure 3.

4.2

The Committee was advised during its earlier inquiry into the Principal Act that
Western Australia was providing a template or model legislation which would form
the basis of identical legislation to be adopted in South Australia and the Northern
Territory.6 However, the Explanatory Memorandum to the Bill advises that the
amendments it is making ill ensure consistency with current Northern Territory and
introduced South Australian legislation, reflecting changes made by those parties to
the model legislation.7 It was, therefore, initially not clear whether the Principal Act
remained the model legislation or whether some new model bill had been agreed.
Whichever is the case, for present purposes it is clear that the legislation is "uniform"
in the sense required by the Committee's Terms of Reference.

Those recommendations ere: that clause 19 of the then Principal Bill be amended to include the
description of all proposed indi'idual cross-border regions: that during debate the responsible tinisterdo
advise the Legislative Council about the extent to hich the Principal Bill as intended to apply
exclusively to indigenous persons in remote communities: that the responsible N un ister also advise Ii it
as necessar' to re else the onus ol proof as en' is*IeI by clauses 27 and 28: and the responsible

Minister advise as to the impact of Part 12 of the Bill on settled property Ia in Western .ustral a,
Western Australia. legislati' e Council. Standing Committee on tn' !brrn legislation and Statutes
Revie. Repon 24. i'o.,s-hw'der.Jitvllce Bill 200. 19 February 2008. ppi-iil.
6

Western Australia. Legislati'e Council. Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes
Review. Report 24. Crossborder Justice Bill 20F. 19 February 2008. p5.
Explanatory Memorandum to the Cross-border Justice Amendment Bill 2009. pp3 and I respectively.
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4.3

When scrutinising uniform legislation, the Committee considers various 4fundamental
legislative scrutiny principles'. Although not formally adopted by the Legislative
Council as part of the Committee's terms of reference, the Committee applies the
principles as a convenient framework.8 These principles are sct out in Appendix 4.

5

INQUIRY PROCEDURE

5.1

The Committee advertised the inquiry in the II'st Australia, of 19 September 2009
and wrote to stakeholders, a list of whom is attached at Appendix 5. Details of the
Committee's inquiry were also published on its website. No submissions were
received in response to this advertisement.

5.2

The Committee made specific enquiries on 24 September 2009 by correspondence
and telephone of: the Department of the Attorney General; the Coroner of Western
Australia; and the Aboriginal Legal Service of Western Australia mc ALSWA in
respect of the two significant amendments and to clarify the model bill. In each case
the relevant stakeholder was advised that due to the strict deadline for reporting on
this Bill, a response was required by 4pm on 29 September 2009.

5.3

No responses were received within the stipulated deadline.

5.4

The Premier's Ministerial Office Memorandum 2007/01 Uniform Legislation antI
Statutes Review Committee provides that a Minister "should consider" providing the
Committee with the intergovernmental agreement/memorandum of understanding in
respect of uniform legislation when a uniform Bill is "/Irst tabled in Parliament even
ft/us is in the Legislative Assembly".9 The Department of the Attorney General did
not, however, provide the Memorandum of Agreement between the State of South
Australia, the State of Western Australia and the Northern Territory of Australia,
executed on 28 November 2007 IGA, until 30 September 2009. The IGA is
attached at Appendix 6. A delay to 23 September 2009 was explained as being due
to the absence of the responsible officer. The subsequent delay was not explained.

5.5

The Committee decided to hold a hearing on 2 October 2009, which the Coroner and
ALSWA were required to attend. The Coroner provided his response to the
Committee's enquiries on the afternoon of 1 October 2009 which rendered his
attendance unnecessary.

Further background on fundamental legislative principles can he band in a report by the predecessor
Comnii uce. the Standing Coniniittee on Ii `ii lorni legislation and General Purposes. Rekr to esteni
Australia. Legislative Council. Standing Committee on
iiiform .egislation and General Purposes.
Repo rI 23. The I! th-k of lie omrnittee During i/ic SeL out / Se iv,, of th Thin-.SLrih Par/iao,c,,i - A tig its!
13 2002 to .Vu,c,,,he, 16 2004. November 2004. pp4-9.

The Premier's Ministerial Office Memorandum 2007/0! Uniform Legislation and Statutes Reiiei,
iommioee. p2.
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5.6

ALSWA provided the Committee with a copy of its 22 page submission to the
Department of the Attorney General entitled "Submissions: The Stranditig of People
4/icr contact with the Justice Sicten," at 4:30 pm on I October 2009. While that
submission contained useful information, it did not directly respond to the
Committee's specific questions. The Committee wished to proceed with a hearing.

5.7

However, ALSWA requested the Committee to excuse it from attendance at the
hearing as its two senior criminal lawyers ere on leave. In the circumstance that the
organisation was not able to provide an officer who could assist the Committee, the
Committee decided not to proceed with the hearing.

Committee comment on delay

5.8

Stakeholder delay in providing documents and responding to the Committee's
enquiries hampered the Committees inquiry. In particular, provision of responses the
afternoon prior to the scheduled hearing gave the Committee little opportunity to
consider those responses, and whether they raised any issues on which further
information from the providing stakeholder or other stakeholders was required.
-

-

5.9

The Committee is of the view that when the Parliament makes an enquiry of a
department, stattitory office or organisation in the absence of the particular officer
responsible For that matter, the entity should ensure that an alternate officer
familiarises themselves with the matter and responds in a timely matter.

6

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

6.1

In its Report No.

24, the Committee drew attention to ambiguity surrounding the

referral of the Principal Act in the circumstance that no intergovernmental agreement
or memorandum of understanding had been executed at the time of that referral. As
the IGA was executed on 28 November 2007, that issue does not arise in
consideration of the Bill.
6.2

The Committee is satisfied that the subject matter of the Bill falls within the ambit of
the IGA.

6.3

It was not, however, clear to the Committee that the amendments introduced by this
Bill were made in the manner required by the IGA which, in clause 5.2, requires the
unanimous consent of the participating parties prior to any legislation amending crossborder legislation being introduced to a Parliament of any of the parties. Lack of
clarity as to the agreed model bill provisions created further uncertainty as the IGA
does not speciFy the terms or objectives to be included in the model bill.

5
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6.4

Clause 5.2 of the IGA provides:
Lrcept as provided in flits Agreement.

i/ic

Parties i'ill no! submit to

their respective Parliaments am

legislation which till. iipoii comimmg

into farce, repeal or amiieini

cross border legislation e.icept

f/ic

iiii/i

the unanimous consent oft/ic Participating Parties.
"Cross border legislation" is defined as the Act and regulations made pursuant to

Part 4 of the IGA.
6.5

Clause 4.! of the IGA which is situated in Part 4 requires the participating parties to
submit to their respective Parliaments a Bill that contains:
a provisions in substantiall the same terms as the model bill.

Committee's emphasis
6.6

l'here is no separate definition of "model bill" in the IGA. ".1/odd bill and model
regulations" are defined in clause 1.1 of the IGA to he:
the model legislative provisions agreed to by the Pail/es to facilitate
the ci o ss ho rder/usticc sc/Ic/nc.

6.7

i'hc Committee notes that:
the IGA requires cross-border Bills to conform to a model bill agreed to by
the Parties, not the terms of any particular Act assented to by a particular
Parliament;
*

6.8

6.9

6

although clause 4.1 appears to allow non-substantive variations from the
model bill in submitting an initiating Bill, clause 5.2 narrows the scope for
variation by prohibiting submission of any Bill amending legislation made
pursuant to clause 4 without the unanimous consent of the parties.

The questions for the Committee ere, therefore, whether:
*

the Bills substantive amendments of the Principal Act were in conformity
with the model bill, not whether they were consistent with the legislation of
the other participating parties; and

*

the required consent to the terms of the Bill had been obtained.

Ambiguity as to whether the Principal Act is the model bill has been noted above. The
Committee sought clarification from the Department of the Attorney General. The
Committee also requested the Department of the Attorney General to confirm that
clause 5.2 of the IGA had been complied with. The Department of the Attorney
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General's responses of 30 September 2009 and 6 October 2009 are Appendix 7 and
Appendix 8 respectively.
6.10

I'he Committee raised the query in respect of clause 5.2 first.
response was:

The Department's

There was no formal agreement at ministerial level to the amendment
of lie Cross-Border sic Justice zlc't 2008 Wi. Hoiiei'er. it is
relevant to ito/c that lie pinpose of the Bill is to make tile CrossBorder sic Jwttice let 2008 It li consistent ttith the ci and :VT
Cross-Border Jztctice Acts 2009. ;ls the 5.4 and VT Jets original/v
enacted the provisions in the sante terms as the provisions of the It A
Act as it is proposed to he amended: it ijas appropriate to assume
that .S14 ann' NT ministerial agreement to the Bill being presented ut/s
axiomatic.
Each /urisdiction has desigiutictl a senior oJJicer to

receive

information and keep their Minister. C/net Lrecntiue Officer and all
imn'olivd agencies informed of development of the Cross-border
.Jmtctice Scheme. Furthermore, reports on the development of the
Scheme and the associated legtslation and the need for uniformity
have also been provided to all Ano,nevs-General via the Standing
onnnittee

?t Attorneys-General SC IC.

Committee's emphasis
6.11

That the Parliaments of South Australia and the Northern Territory enacted provisions
in the same terms as an amended Principal Act would take is not the point. The IGA
requires consistency with the provisions of an agreed model bill and unanimous
consent to submission of any bill amending that model, not evolving legislation based
on ad hoc adoption of provisions of equivalent Acts in other jurisdictions. The
Committee had previously been advised that the model bill was the Principal Act as
enacted. Unless there had been a Ministerial agreement to alter the model bill in the
manner being proposed h the Bill, it appeared to the Committee that actual
Ministerial consent was required to introduce the Bill.

6.12

The Committee was not persuaded that an "assumption" of "ministerial" aeement,
or provision of the various administrative "information" reports, established the
provisions of the model bill or met the requirements of clause 5.2.

6.13

The Committee made further cnquiry to identil the agreed model bill provisions,
authorising its staff to scck the following additional information:

Letter from Ms Chenl Owilliarn. Director GeneraL Department of the Attorney GeneraL 30 September
2009. p1.
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*

advice as to whether the Cross-border Justice Bill 2007 f LI was in fact in
2007 the "model hilt' for the purposes of the IGA;

*

if so, advice as to whether the Principal Act remains the model bill;

*

if the answer to question I is no, a copy of the model bill and documents
establishing that the "legislative provisions" were agreed to by the Parties"
as at introduction of the Cross-border Justice Bill 2Q07 Li to the
Parliament of Western Australia; and

*

if the Cross-border Justice Bill 2007 t'IIll was the model bill in 2007 but is
no longer the model bill: an explanation of how this occurred; identification of
the new model bill that is, as the legislation of another jurisdiction or a
template document that is not legislation; a copy of that model bill and any
documents establishing that the rie "legislative provisions" were `agreed to
h' the Parties"

6.14

The Department's response of 6 October 2009 states that the Principal Act remains the
model legislation for the purposes of the IGA.'' No additional information is provided
as to Ministerial consent to the amendments proposed by the Bill.

Committee's findings
6.15

The Principal Act as presented to Parliament as a Bill represented the model bill in
2007 and as enacted remains the model bill.

6.16

The Committee is not persuaded that an "asswnption" of "ministerial" agreement, or
provision of the various administrative "information" reports meets the requirements
of clause 5.2 of the IGA in respect of an amendment of cross-border legislation.

6.17

While this failing taints all amendments, it is primarily a concern in respect of clause 7
of the Bill which, the Committee has found, introduces a substantive amendment.

7

CLAtiSF:s I TO
REVISIONS

7.1

Clauscs Ito 3 of the Bill are the formal provisions identifying the Bill and principal
Act amended by it, and providing the commencement formula.

7.2

Clause 4 corrects a grammatical error by inserting "a" before the word "participating"
in the first line of the following definition found in section 7I of the Principal Act:

6,8 AND 9 OF THE BILL FORMAL PROVISIONS AND DRAFTING
-

office holder, of participating jurisdiction, i;;eans

Letter from Ms Cher I GiIIiain. Director General. Department of the Attorney General, dated 6 October
2009. p1.
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a

t

I/lIE/cl

7.3

lie jurisdiction is the State
lie /ERi oft/ic Stcae; or

a person who holds an office

Cause 5 amends section 82a of the Principal Act, which provides:
2 The following Ian's are South Aitctralia s cross-border lairs
a the Cross-border Justice it 2008 South Australia;

to delete "2008" and insert "2009" as the year of the South Australian Act.
7.4

The Explanatory Memorandum advises that the relevant South Australian Bill was not
introduced to the Parliament of South Australian until February 2009.12 The
Committee has ascertained that it was assented to in May 2009.

7.5

Clause 6 amends section 29 of the Principal Act to delete the paragraph designation
If'. Section 29 has only one paragraph.

7.6

Clause 8 amends section 54 of the Principal Act by inserting the underlined words and
deleting the crossed words as follows:
li Subsection 2 applies

ff

a a police officer of another participating jurisdiction Lthi
arresting Jurisdiction arrest a person Ill/tier lie law of 1-1-itif
other jurisdiduon *tlie arrcstoig jurisdiction+

-

i whether with or i,'ithout a warrant; and
ii `i-hetl,er in the S/ak or another participating

jurisdiction.
li//El
h the person Ill/s a connection u'ith a cross-border region.
2 -! police officer of/he arrestingjurisdiction mar
a keep the person iii citctoav in lie State; and
h while the person is in cuctodv, take the person to a police
station, court or other placc in the State tor aiir purpose that

2

Explanatory -lemoi-andum to the Cross-border Justice Amendment Bill 2009 pl.

9
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is aiithorised

under the 1/fit of

i/ia! 01/131 /i1f'iSd.'CtiOJi

the

arrest/jig lurisdiction.

7.7

Clause 9 makes a mirror amendment to section 55 of the Principal Act, replacing the
term "that other jurisdiction" with "i/ic iin'usiigauingjurisdictioif'.

Committee's conclusion

7.8

These amendments appear appropriate and
the Principal Act.

7.9

None of clauses I to 6 or 8 and 9 introduce substantial changes to the Principal Act or,
hence, the model bill provisions agreed pursuant to the IGA.

8

TLAI:SF: 7-OBLIGATIONS Ow ED TO PERSONS RELEASED

8.1

Clause 7 amends section 36 of the Principal Act by inserting the underlined words as
follows:

consistent

with the remaining provisions of

Subsection 2 applies i/a person being kept in custody hi a police
qificer of the State in another participating fur/sdiction under section
t'/,

342na is releascl without charge.
2 .1 police officer of the State must take reasonable steps to ciisiire
the person is taken, at the person `s election
a hack to the place where the person vt'as ui-rested: or
h to a place ,`easo;u,h/v nonnAated hi' the person.
3 Subsection 2 does not require the person to he taken to a place
to do so is likely to endanger i/ic person `s or another person `s safety.

8.2

Section 34 of the Principal Act relevantly provides:
I Subsection 2 applies if
a a police officer of the State tIres/s a person under the lair
Of the State
ii whether ui//i or it'ithout a warrant; and
ii ii'hether in the State of' another participating
jurisdiction:
and

10
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h t/ic' person has a connection ui//i a cross-border region.
2 I police officer of/lie State mai'
a keep the pet soti

ii

custot/j'

ii

another participating

jurisdiction: and
h u/tile the person is in custoJv, take i/ic person to a police
station,

court or other place in another participating
jurisdiction for am purpose that is authorised under the lair
oft/ic State

8.3

as

applied In subsection 3.

The Explanatory Memorandum is ambiguous as to whether this amendment has any
practical effect. It states that clause 7 was made in response to South Australian and
Northern Territory "concerns' that:
the text in Subsection 360 did not tizake it clear it applied only to
those released without charge

and that the amendment is a "clarification".
amendment as a "substantive" one.'3
8.4

In answer to the Committee's enquiry in respect of clause 7, the Department of the
Attorney General advised that section 36 was included in the Principal Act to reflect
obligations imposed on South Australian police by subsection 785 of the Swinnary
fJLnces lc,t 1953 South .1 itt ralia

8.5

3

However, it also characterises the

.

`t purpose or object of a
Section 18 of the Interpretatthn /cl 19N4 provides that the
provision will determine which of any possible meanings of its terms should be
preferred." As subsection 785 of the Sununarv Offènces 1ct /953 South :1ustralia
is limited to persons who are released without charge,'6 the Department of the
Attorney General's reference to that subsection seems to imply, although it does not
state, that section 36 was intended to be similarl limited.

Explanatory Memorandum to Cross-border Justice Amendment Bill 2009. undated. p2 and I respectively.
Letter from
2009. pI.

Ms

Cheryl Gsilliam. Director General. Department of the .ttorney General. 30 September

I Jin t sect ion provides: i en / OU I/cnn/I of provision of a p nt/en It it' / / wo old pin//In! L' I/it' pit//lose or
object urn lething the hilt! c/i lw, 0 rhcihcr th ptoj'o.w In oh/ed is e.vprc.s
slated in the n linen Ian Or
not shall /`t pretetiec Ito a construction that III I nt p/i i,niilc that /11 UJML `iI/ object.

That subsection provides:

Ii litre it is decided no! to charge a person who I.' apprehended on suspicion
qf having committed an n/fence. 1/Ic police officer who is in c/nope of 1/fe investigation of I/fe suspected
flence must en.' ore that the pc/soil is. if the person so requires
to; returned to the place of
apprehension: or 1h c/c/i ocred to another p/ace that may he rccisnnc,/,h' nominated hi the per.con.

11
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8.6

The Committee firstly notes that the terms of section 36 do not suggest multiple
meanings so as to call section IS into play. The Committee ohsenes that the ordinary

meaning of the words of section 36 is that the obligations imposed by section 362 of
the Principal Act are owed in respect of all persons released from section 342a
custody, regardless of whether such persons have been charged and that this meaning
creates no "manifest absurdity or unreasonableness".
8.7

Secondly, there is nothing in the Principal Act, or the circumstances surrounding its
passage, suggesting that Parliament's purpose or object in making section 36 was to
limit its operation to persons released without charge.

8.8

The amhit of section 36 of the Principal Act was not the subject of comment in the

Committee's Report No. 24. Nor was it addressed at that inquiry's hearing or in the
Second Reading Speech in respect of the Principal Act. While the Explanatory
Memorandum to the Principal Act repeats the heading of section 36 which states:
"Return 0/ pc/sons not charged to place c/arrest or other place" in identiling the
clause to which its text is addressed,'7 that document makes no distinction between
persons released with or without charge in its explanation of the clause. It notes that:
`ross-border justice schemes will operate in the more remote areas
of the State u/fe/c' there arc large distances between the population
areas and limited transport availability. There/bie. if a II .1 police
qtjicer has kept a percon in custody in another jurisdiction we clause
34L and the person Li released from custody. the police officer must
lake reasonable steps to etisure that the person is returned to the
place where they irere arrested or to a place reasonably nominated
by the person.'8
8.9

In circumstances where:
the explanation of clause 36 in the Explanatory Memorandum to the Principal
Act suggests that it is intended to address an issue applicable to all persons
released from custody, whether or not charged;
*

the Parliament was not informed that the purpose of section 36 was to reflect a
more restricted repatriation right than its terms state if, in fact, that was the
Ministerial intention at the relevant time; and

IT

A heading to a section does not lbrni part of an Act sectiOn 322 of the /:ne/ncooo/t let /V54 and
flay onI he used as an aid to interpretation ss hen: thefl ordina;y o;ecnhI conveyed by the text leads to
a restt It that s mu:;, /te.s 1/ absurd or i.' :inre t.vo nub/c : the provision is anihi g uo us or obscure: or to
confirm that the meaning ol the provision is the "orthnan ;::caning" cons eyed h the text section 191
of the Jnterpreiation Act 198-/.A heading cannot he used to create ambiguit or uncertainty in an
otherwise ptain meaning.

8
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members must he presumed to be aware of section 322 of the interpretation
let /984 that is, that a heading to a section is not part of the written law

the Committee concludes that the intent of Parliament is reflected in the ordinary
meaning of the text of section 36.
8.10

The Committee finally notes that the Director General of the Department of the
Attorney General has confirmed in writing that the Cross -bottler Justice Act 2008 was
in 2007, and remains, the model bill for the purposes of the lIA.'°

onnni//ee `sfinding

8.11

The Committee finds that clause 7 proposes an amendment to section 36 of the
Principal Act that restricts the repatriation obligations that would otherwise be owed
to persons arrested pursuant to the Principal Act.

Practical effect of clause 7
8.12

The Committee was concerned at the withdrawal of repatriation rights granted by
Parliament in the Principal Act in respect of persons including children released
from police custody at a place that might be a significant distance from the place of
arrest or person's usual abode. It noted that such persons were unlikely to have access
to private or public transport or money with which to pay for any transport that was
available and food or accommodation.

8.13

It was also concerned at the different treatment of persons released on suspicion, but
not conviction, of having committed an offence. This appeared to the Committee to
derogate from the presumption of innocence.

8.14

having established in the course of its inquiry into the Principal Act that, due to the
population demographic in the proposed cross-border regions, the effect of the
Principal Act would be predominantly on indigenous persons!" the Committee sought
the views of the ALSWA as to the proposed amendment to section 36.21 It also sought
additional information from the Department of the Attorney General.

8.15

The Department of the Attorney General's response has been attached as Appendix 7.
ALS WA's response of I October 2009, which includes its May 2008 submission to
the Department of the Attorney General "Submissions: The Stranding of People
-

19

Letter from Ms Cheryl C william. Director General. Department of the Attorney General. 6 Ocloher 2009.
p1.
Western Australia. l.cgislati'c Council. Standing Committee on tinilbrrn Legislation and Statutes
Review. Report 24. Cross-border Justice Bill 200. 19 February 2008. plO.
It instructed its Advisory Officer Legal to telephone the Aboriginal Legal Service to ad'ise it that the
Committee sought its views on this amendment.
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After Contact with the Jitct,ce Svteni" ALSWA Submission to DotTAC

-

is

attached as Appendix 9.
8.16

`l'he Department of the Attorney General advised that in addition to release without
charge, persons might be released from police custody on charge in circumstances
"including": when bailed; if summonsed or if diverted to Juvenile Justice Teams; or
issued Juvenile Cautions.22 The ALSWA Submission to DOTAG referred to
additional circumstances of release including: court acquittal; imposition of a good
behaviour bond; fine; community based order; and sentence of suspended
imprisonment.23

8.17

The ALSWA Submission to DOTAG supported the Committee's concerns as to the
resources likely to be available to persons arrested under the Principal Act. Amongst
other things, it advised that:
lti;n aboriginal people ca/i/lot at/bid to repatriate themselves.
AIain

aboriginal

people do

not

lime a registered motor vehicle or a

valid licence to drive home or to collect family anclfrieiufs- it-lien 11mev
24
are releasedfron; custody

8.18

The ALSWA Submission to DOTAG provides some cogent illustrations of the
problems that arise. For example:
[B]ail it-ill often include a condition for the released person to reside
at their home address [with conditions to report to the local police
station within 48 or 72 hoursl. Clients from Warhurton are relcaced
from Kalgoorlie courthoits-e and left to find their oit'n iitn home.
which is nearly one tl;o,ts-and kilometres away. The first leg of tins
-

journey is 400km to Layer/on by hits. ii'hich ru/is aol- omice a week. In
the process, clients stay u-i/I, friends or family in Kalgoorlie. Upon
reaching Laverton. they are recognised lit- police and re-arrestedfor
breach of their hail condition. The client is then driven hack to
Kalgoorlie c-ama-i to he ,.e-released on hail and start the it'hole process
again:

27

and
22

Letter from XIs Cheni Gwilliani. Director General. Department of the Attorney General. 30 September
2009, p2.

23

Submission by Aboriginal legal Sen ice of Western Australia I ne to the Department a the Attorney
Cieneral. May 2008. p5.

24

Submission h' Aboriginal Legal Sen ice of Western Australia me to the Department @1 the Attonle
General. May 2008. p6.

25

Submission by Aboriginal Legal Service of Western Australia me to the Department of the Attorney
General. May 2008. p7.
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Jne voting boys ll'ho u'ere arrested in Kalunihurn. refused bail b
polwe and /loiin to Kununierra for a court on a Thursdai night. The
bos utrc aged 10-14 years. The boys wcrc taken to Kununurra
itit/io ut responsible adults being contacted in Kaluinhuru. On Friday
morning the icre released to bail hut iicrc not repatriated At this
time of the year the on/v

1av to get to Kalumburu is by light

aircraft.26

and
Recently. a young hoi'froin Katanniiig it'as released from the Albain
Alagistrates Court on hail. ALSI! 11 s Court Officer fbund him
standing in front of the Court Hoiae unsure of there he should go.
lie had no nionet and no iiav of contacting fanitlv. The .1LS TUA Court
Officer had to drive luin home due to lack of an alternative. She kneii
the fiunily and knew that no fiimilv members had the means to come
and collect the boy.27

8.19

The Department of the Attorney General advised that Western Australian police are
not currently under any lrnrfu1' obligation to take the steps set out in section 362 of
the Principal Act in respect of any person released from police custody. No pertinent
policy was identified.25 ALSWA advises that while individual police officers or
departmental staff may make repatriation efforts in respect of individual releases,
there is no current policy requiring repatriation.29 It notes that:
Children as young as /0 years old have been left to find their own
tin hack to remote connnunities.

8.20

With respect to the proximity of the place of release of a person arrested pursuant to
the Principal Act with an arrested person's place of arrest or usual place of abode, the
Department of the Attorney General advised:
.

the intent of the cross-border justice legislation is that persons will be taken to
the police station nearest to their place of arrest and

Submission by Aboriginal Legal Sen ice of Western Australia Inc to the Department of the
General. May 2008. p9.
27

Attorne

Submission by Aboriginal t.egal Service of Western Australia mc to the Department of the Attorney
General. May 2008. pplO-l 1.
Leuer lioni Ms bend
2009. p2.

itt

illiam. Director Ciencral. Department of the Attorney General. 3tt September

29

Submission by Aboriginal Legal Ser ice of Western -ustralia mc to the Department o! the Attorney
General. May 2008. p5.

30

Submission by Aboriginal Legal Service of Western Australia mc to the Department of the Attorne
General. May 2008. p1 1.
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*

an administrative "Sen/ce Level agreement" between the Police departments
of the three participating jurisdictions is still being finalised. At present, it
provides that "where practical. or required. police will charge an attender at
the ,iectrect police station where fbcil/i/es fbi detention exist, irrespective of
31here that facilin is located within the region''.3

8.2!

The Committee noted the evidence given at its inquiry into the Principal Act that the
one intent of that Act was to enabk arrested persons to be taken to a court nearer their
place of arrest or usual abode than would otherwise be the case. Mr Robert Skesteris,
Executive Manager, Western Australian Police Indigenous Community Diversity and
Corporate Research Unit, for example, said:
V/ten police have had to actually apprehend someone from
Kht'irrkurra, the cit/i way to get them to the ;iearcst court or police
facility in Western A ittralia is actual/v to drive hack across the
border and then hack into Western .Jitvtralia, because the road just
does not exist and on cannot do it. In in ear/v s/ages. there irene
examples where having to actually detain somebody and actually
getting them before the court was probably a harsher outcome than
the penalty or the offence that has been committed. So. in order to he
able to deal with them cit Kintore where ion June got the same group
the Pintuhi people. which, are the ones who live at hot/i groups to
-

-

deal with them in the .Vonthern Territory it is hasicalli dealing with
them cit home and enabling sort oft/ic /ustice to he seen to he done
bitt ti/so heing ver fair. simply because of the remoteness and the
distances to he travelled. 32

8.22

While the Principal Act is intended to reduce the distances that impact on ability to
repatriate oneself aftcr release, the problem will not be eradicated.

8.23

ALSWA was of the view that the amendment would increase the number of
indigenous person "stranded", with a resultant increase in risk of harm to those
persons.33 The ALSWA Submission to DOTAG identified stranding" of ALSWA
clients arrested in remote areas as a major problem, with each of its 18 country offices
advising of one to two persons being stranded after release from court each week.34

31

Letter from XIs Cher I Gwillian1. Director General. Department of the Attorney General. 30 September
2009. p2.

32

Mr Robert Skesteris. Executi' e Nlanager. Western Australian Police Indigenous Comiminit Diversity
and Corporate Research Unit. Western Australian Police. Transcript of Erulence .5 December 2007. p3.
Letter from Mr Dennis Euuinuiou, Chief Executi' e
Australia Inc. 1 October 2009. p1.

34
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8.24

The Department of the Attorney General acknowledged that there was a "possihthn"
that persons sill he released at a place further from their arrest/usual abode than
would otherwise he the case as a consequence of the Principal Act coming into effect.
l'he Department advised the Committee that in the event this occurred this would
"normal/v he a result oft/ic' offender `5 movements p1/or to appreiiension.3

8.25

The Committee observes that not all persons arrested are "offenderc" and that a person
may well have a reason for changing jurisdictional location that is unrelated to any
desire to avoid arrest.

8.26

In this respect, the Committee notes that in its Report No. 24 in respect of the
Principal Act, the Committee referred to the followirtg passage from the Second
Reading Speech to the Principal Act:
The roundtahle ti'as told in Alice Springs that borders are seen as
ii'hitefella cons fillets
tile rca/itt' being that tile communities.
...``:

which have fir centluies ln'cd in this region. and we/i before these
artificial borders tt'ere created, live in and move about the res.io;;
according to their ot'n long-standing traditions and customs. 36
Committee s conclusion

8.27

l'his amendment will result in the release of persons including children- who have
been charged but not convicted of any offence without legal repatriation obligations.
This is likely to result in those persons being left without adequate means of transport
or money to fund transport. food or accommodation, at significant distances from their
place of arrest and/or usual abode.

8.28

As required by its Terms of Reference, the Committee draws its conclusion as to the
practical effect of the amendment to section 36 to thc attention of the I-louse.

-

Whether amendment consistent with ICA

8.29

As has previously been noted, the amendment falls within the general subject matter
of the IGA. The IGA is silent on the terms of the model bill. The Committee has been
advised that the Principal Act "as in 2007, and remains, the model bill. It follows that
section 36 as enacted in the Principal Act is the model bill provision in respect of
repatriation for the purposes of the IGA.

Letter from Is Cheryl hilliani. Director General. Department of the Attorney General. 31 September
2009. p2.
36

Hon Adele Farina MLC. Parliamentary Secretary representing the Iinister for Planning and
Infrastructure on behalf of the linistcr for Child Protection representing the Attorney General. Western
Australia. Legislative Council. Purliwuenlan' Debtult's Ihw.'o,'j. 21 November 2007. p7480 quoted in
Western Australia. Legislative Council. Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes
Review. Report 24. `oss-horder.J,tcticc Bill 20fF. 19 February 2008. p12.
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8.30

Clause 7 introduces amendments that are substantially different to the model bill
provisions. The evidence to the Committee is that requirements of clause 5.2 of the
IGA in respect of any amendment to cross-border legislation have not been met.

`omini/tee s conclw,'ion

8.31

For the reasons set out above, clause 7 is inconsistent with the IGA.

Committee's tindings and recommendation
8.32

Clause 7 makes a substantial amendment to section 36 of the Principal Act which
withdraws rights of repatriation that would otherwise be available in the event the
Principal Act was proclaimed as enacted by the Parliament.

8.33

The Committee has no evidence that intent of the parties, as expressed in the model
bill and enacted by the Parliament as the Cross-border lies/ice let 2008, is not in
fact the intent of the parties. Further, the Committee has no evidence that the
procedure stipulated in the IGA for amending the model bill provisions or the IGA
has been adhered to.

8.34

On the information available to the Committee, clause 7 is inconsistent with the model
bill provision required by the IGA.

Recommendation I: The Committee recommends that the responsible Minister
provide the Legislative Council with information as to the likely impact of clause 7 of
the Cross-border Justice Amendment Bill 2099 on persons arrested pursuant to the

ross-border Justice Act 2008

Recommendation 2: The Committee recommends that the responsible Minister
provide the Legislative Council with any additional information not provided to the
Committee supporting a conclusion that clause 7 of the Cross-border Justice
Amendment Bill 2009 gives effect to the provisions of the model bill and is consistent
with clause 5.2 of the Memorandum of Agreement between the State of South
Australia, the State of Western Australia and the Northern Territory of Australia,
executed on 28 November 2007.

9

CLAUS E 10- NON-EXCLUSIVE CORONIAL Jt RISDICTION

9.1

Clause 10 inserts a new section 1 39A into the Principal Act. That section will provide:
Tins let does not affect the operation of the Coroners Jet 1996
-

relation to the investigation oft/ce death ofa person.

18
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9.2

l'he Explanatory Memorandum advises that:
*

section I 39A is being inserted in response to South Australian and Northern
Territory `concermv" that section 343 of the Principal Act, which provides:
3 The lou' of the State applies wit/i am

appropriate modhcatioThs'

in relation to the custody,

prevents the South Australian and Northern Territory Coroner from
investigating the death of a resident of that state or territory occurring while
the person was in the custody of another participatingjurisdiction;
*

section 139A is intended to "ensure" that the coronial jurisdiction of each

participating jurisdiction is not affected by the cross-border justice scheme;
and
*

9.3

the Coroner of Western Australia agrees to the amendment.37

The potential for multiple coronial inquiries is recognised. The Explanatory
Memorandum states:
The Coroners in the three participating jurisdictions have an
administrative mechanism fbr determining which s/cite territory would
ho/cl an imicpicsl in the event that tu'o or more of the participating
jurisdictions umav hc,ie the jurisdiction to investigate a death in
custody'.

38

9.4

The "adnnnistratii'e nmechcimsnm s" was not identified or explained.

9.5

[he Committee sought the views of the Coroner of Western Australia as to whether
the proposed section 139A opened the possibility for competing Coronial inquiries in
the event of the death in custody of a person arrested under the Principal Act. It also
required an explanation of the relevant "administrative mechc,nisnm"s" for determining
which state or territory will hold an inquest in the circumstance of such a death. The
Corones response is attached at Appendix 10.

9.6

The Coroner advised the Committee that he concurred with the view that section 343
of the Principal Act might, if it came into effect without the amendment proposed by
clause 10 of the Bill, exclude the jurisdiction of Coroners of other participating
jurisdictions. I-Ic did not see this as a desirable outcome, noting that the various
Coronial jurisdictions of the Australian states overlapped generally. The Coroner saw

Explanatory Memorandum to the Cross-border Justice Amendment Bill 2009 pp 22-23 and p1
respecti' ely.
38

Ibid p3.
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the proposed section 139A as preserving the status quo, rather than conferring new
powers.
9.7

i'he Coroner advised the Committee that his experience was that the existence of
overlapping `oronial jurisdictions had not resulted in issues arising in respect of the
correct jurisdiction to investigate a death and was, in fact, helpful in the conduct of his
own inquiries.

9.8

The Coroner advised that there was, in fact, no formal or documented "administrative
niechanisin" for resolving jurisdictional overlap: but that dialogue between the various
Coroners inevitably led to agreement on managing the situation.

Committee's conclusion
9.9

On the basis of the information provided by the Coroner, clause 10 raises no issue
requiring legislative attention.

19

COMMITTEE'S FINDINGS

10.1

On the information available to it, the Committee is unable to find that the Bill reflects
"model legislati'e provisions agreed to hr the Parties", as required by clause 4.1 of
the IGA shen read with clause 1.1, or that the amendments it introduces have been
introduced in the manner required by clause 5.2 of the IGA.

10.2

The Committee has less concern with respect to clauses I to 6 and 8 and 9. Clause 4.1
of the IGA requires a party's legislation to be in "substantially" the same terms as the
model bill provisions and it appears to the Committee that these clauses introduce
changes which leave the Principal Act in substantially the same terms. It is arguable
that clause 5.2 of the IGA does not apply to non-substantive amendments.

10.3

Clause 10 may be a substantive amendment. however, it may also simply resolve an
ambiguity. It is not clear that clause 5.2 applies to this amendment, which preserves
the status quo in respect of coronial inqu ries and in respect of which the Committee's
preliminary concerns at its effect sere resolved by the Coroner of Western Australia.

10.4

Clause 7 is a substantial amendment of the agreed model bill provisions to which
clause 5.2 of the IGA applies. The formal requirements of clause 5.2 have not been
complied with. The Committee is unable to "assume" unanimous Ministerial consent
to the provision from the matters raised by the Department of the Attorney General.
This is particularly the case where the Principal Act reflects the original intent of the
parties and no changed circumstances have been identified to trigger a change in the
policy underlying section 36 as enacted.

20
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The Committee finds that, other than Clause 7, the Cross-border Justice Bill 2009 is
consistent with the terms of the cross-border justice scheme's Intergovernmental
Memorandum of Agreement dated 28 November 2008.

I-Ion Adele Farina MLC
Chairman
13 October 2009
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Western Australia

Cross-border Justice Amendment Bill 2009
CONTENTS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Short title
Commencement
Act amended
Section 7 amended
Section 8 amended
Section 29 amended
Section 36 amended
Section 54 amended
Section 55 amended
Section 139A inserted
1 39A.

Operation of Coroners Act 1996 not
fected

056-i

2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
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Western Australia
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

Cross-border Justice Amendment Bill 2009

A Bill for

An Act to amend the Cross-border Justice Act 2008.

The Parliament of Western Australia enacts as follows:

page 1
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Cross-border Justice Amendment Bit! 2009

5.

1

1

1.

This is the Cross-border Justice Amendment Act 2009.

2
3

2.

-

5
6

-

8
9
10
11
12

-

3.

Act amended
This Act amends the Cross-border Justice Act 2008.

14
is

Commencement
This Act cons into operation as follows
a sections 1 and 2 on the day on which this Act
receives the Royal Assent assent day;
b therestoftheActi when the Cross-border Justice Act 2008
section 4 comes into operation; or
ii if assent day is later than the day on which the
Cross-border Justice Act 2008 section 4 comes
into operation on assent day.

4

13

Short title

4.

Section 7amended
Tn section 71 in the definition of office holder delete
"participating" first occurrence and insert:

16
17
Is

a participating

19
20
21

5.

Section 8 amended
In section 82a delete "2008" and insert:

23

2009

24
25

page 2
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Cross-border Justice Amendment Bill 2009
s. 6

1

6.

Section 29 amended
In section 29 delete "1 This Division" and insert:

2
S

This Division

4
5
6

7.

Section 36 amended
In section 361 delete "released." and insert:

7
B

released without charge.

9
10
ii
12

8.

Section 54 amended
1

13

Inseetion54lXaa after "jurisdiction" first occurrence insert:

14

the arrestingfurlsdiction

15
16

Li

17
18

delete "that other jurisdiction the arresting
jurisdiction
and insert:
-"

19

the arresting jurisdiction

20

-

21

2

In section 542b delete "that other jurisdiction" and insert:

23
24

the arresting jurisdiction

25

page 3
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Cross-border Justice Amendment Bill 2009
s.9

1

-_______________

9.

Section 55 amended
In section 551:
a in paragraph a delete "jurisdiction

2
3
4

-"

and insert:

jurisdiction the Investigatingjurisdiction

5
6

b

1
8

-

in paragraph ai delete "that other jurisdiction the
investigatingJurisdiction; or" and insert:

9

the investigating jurisdiction; or

10
II

c

12
13
14

the investigating jurisdiction;

15
16
17

10.

Section 139A inserted

is
19
20

in paragraph aii delete "that other jurisdictionf' and
insert:

After section

139A.

138 insert:

Operation of Coroners Act 1996 not affected
This Act does not affect the operation of the Coroners
Act 1996 in relation to the investigation of the death of
a person.

21

n
23
24
25
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APPENDIX 2
EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM TO TUE CROSS-BORDER
JUSTICE BILL AMENDMENT 2009

CROSS-BORDER JUSTICE AMENDMENT BILL 2009 WA
EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM
Overview of Bill
Western Australia's Cross-border Justice Act 2008 was assented to in March 2008. The
Northern Territory's NT Cross-border Justice Act 2009 was assented to in March 2009, and
South Australia SA introduced their Cross-bonier Justice Bill in February 2009.
During the SA and NT consultation process, a number of issues were raised by stakeholders.
Parliamentary Counsel's office worked closely with SA and the NT to develop amendments
to the model legislation to address these issues. WA agreed that amendments would be
made to the Cross-border Justice Act 2008 to reflect the changes made by SA and the NT
and ensure consistency across state/territory legislation.
The Cross-border Justice Amendment Bill 2009 will amend the Cross-border Justice
Act 2008 to reflect changes made by the NT and SA to the model legislation and allow for the
correction of minor drafting errors in the Act.
The Bill intends to make two substantive amendments to the Act. The first consists of the
insertion of a new section Section 139A to clarify that the operation of the Coroners Act
1996 WA will not be affected by the Cross-border Justice Act 2008. This amendment
addresses concerns raised by the SA and NT Coroners in regards to the impact of the crossborder justice legislation on their coronial jurisdiction over deaths in custody.
Section 1SQA, and the reciprocal sections in the SA and NT legislation, will ensure the
coronlal jurisdiction of each participating state/terrItory Is not affected by the cross-border
justice legislation. The WA State Coroner agrees to this amendment
The second substantive amendment made by the Bill is to Section 36 of the Act. In response
to concerns raised by SA and the NT, this section will be amended to clarify that it specifically
relates to persons `released without charge' rather than simply `released'.
Section 54 and 55 of the Act will be amended, not substantively, in order to make those
sections clearer. Additionally, amendments will be made to sections 7, 8 and 29 to correct
minor drafting errors.
CLAUSE NOTES
Clause I

-

Short title

Clause 1 provides that the title of the proposed Act is the Cross-border Justice Amendment
Act 2009.
Clause 2- Commencement
Clause 2 provIdes that Sections 1 and 2 will come into operation on the day that the Act
receives Assent. The balance of the Act SectIons 3 through 10, Inclusive will commence
when Section 4 of the Cross-border Justice Act 2008 comes into operation, or if the assent
day Is later than the day on which the Cross-border Justice Act 2008 Section 4 comes Into
operation, the balance of the act will commence on assent day.
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Clause 3

-

The Cross-border Justice Act 2008 amended

Clause 3 provides that the Act amends the Cross-border Justice Act 2008.
Clause 4

-

Section 7 amended

Clause 4 proposes to correct a minor drafting error by deleting the first occurrence of
"participating" and inserting "a participating" within the definition of office holder in Section
71 of the Act.
Clause 5

-

Section 8 amended

Clause 5 proposes to delete "2008" from Section 82a of the Act and replace it with "2009".
This amendment to Section 8 updates the reference to the SA legislation, which will now not
be enacted until 2009.
Clause 6

-

Section 29 amended

Clause 6 proposes to amend a minor drafting error. In Section 29 "1 This Division" will be
deleted and replaced by "This DMslon".
Clause 7- SectIon 36 amended
Clause 7 proposes to make a substantive amendment to Section 36 of the Act. This section
is amended to ciarify that it specifically relates to persons `released without charge rather
than simply `released'. In Section 361 "released" will be deleted and "released without
charge" will be inserted.
SA and the NT expressed concern that the text in Subsection 361 did not make it clear it
applied only to those released without charge, and agreed to this amendment to the model
legislation.
Clause 8

-

Section 54 amended

Clause 8 proposes to make minor changes to Section 54 of the Act. The drafter of the NT
Cross-border Justice Act 2009 improved upon the drafting within Section 54 with changes
which make the section clearer. The same changes are reflected in the SA Cross-border
Justice Bill 2009,
Clause 9

-

Section 55 amended

Clause B proposes to make minor changes to Section 55 of the Act. The drafter of the NT
Cross-border Justice Act 2009 improved upon the drafting within Section 55 with changes
which make the section clearer. The same changes have been included in the SA Crossborder Justice Bill 2009.
Clause 10- Section 139A inserted
Clause 10 proposes to make substantive amendments to the Act through the insertion of a
new section Section 139A to clarify that the operation of the Coroners Act 1996 will not be
affected by the Cross-border Justice Act 2008.
The new Section 139A addresses an issue raised by the SA and NT Coroners during
consultation. The SA and NT Coroners were concerned that Section 343 of the model
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legislation would prevent a state/territory Coroner from Investigating the death of a person
that occurred while the person was in the custody of another state/territory.
This new section will ensure the coronial jurisdiction of each participating state/territory is not
affected by the scheme. The Coroners In the three participating jurisdictions have an
administrative mechanism for determining which statelterritory would hold an Inquest in the
event that two or more of the participating jurisdictions may have the jurisdiction to
investigate a death in custody.
Summary
The Bill will amend the Cross-border Justice Act 2008 WA to ensure it is consistent with the
SA and NT cross-border justice legislation.
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The former Legislative Assembly Standing Comnilttee on Unifonn Legislation and
Intergovernmental Agreements identified and classified nine legislative structures relevant to the
issue of uniformity in legislation which were endorsed by the 1996 Position Paper entitled Senitini
of o;ionul Sc'hen;cs ofLegislation. A brief description of each is provided below.
Structure 1:
Complementary Co,n,non'iealth-State or Co-operative Legislation. The
Commonwealth passes legislation, and each State or Territory passes legislation which interlocks
with it and which is restricted in its operation to matters not falling within the Commonwealth's
constitutional powers.
Structure 2:
Complementam or ilirror Legi.cla;ion. For matters khich involve dual,
overlapping, or uncertain division of constitutional powers, essentially identical legislation is
passed in each jurisdiction.
Structure 3:
Template Co-operative Applied or Adopted Complementary Legislation. I lere a
jurisdiction enacts the main piece of legislation, with the other jurisdictions passing Acts which do
not replicate, but merely adopt that Act and subsequent amendments as their own.
Structure 4:
Referral of Power The Commontealth enacts national legislation following a
referral of relevant State power to it under section 51 xxxvii of the Australian Constitution.
StructureS:
Alternative Consistent Legislation. [lost legislation in one jurisdiction is utilised
by other jurisdictions which pass legislation stating that certain matters will be lawful in their own
jurisdictions if they would be lawful in the host jurisdiction. The non-host jurisdictions cleanse
their own statute books of provisions inconsistent with the pertinent host legislation.
Structure 6:
Mutual Recognition. Recognises the rules and regulations of other jurisdictions.
Mutual recognition of regulations enables goods or services to be traded across jurisdictions. For
example, if goods or services to be traded comply with the legislation in theirjurisdiction of origin
they need not comply with inconsistent requirements otherwise operable in a second jurisdiction,
into which they are imported or sold.
Structure 7:
of uniformity.

L;zilieterulisni. Fach jurisdiction goes its own way. In effect, this is the antithesis

Von-Binding National Standards todel. Each jurisdiction passes its own
StructureS:
legislation but a national authority is appointed to make decisions under that legislation. Such
decisions are, however, variable by the respective State or Territory Ministers.
Structure 9:
Adoptive Recognition. A jurisdiction may choose to recognise the decision
making process of another jurisdiction as meeting the requirements of its own legislation
regardless of whether this recognition is mutual.
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Does the legislation have sufficient regard to the rights and liberties of
individuals?
I.

Are rights, freedoms or obligations, dependent on administrative power only if
sufficiently defined and subject to appropriate review?

2.

Is the Bill consistent with principles of natural justice?

3.

Does the Bill allow the delegation of administrative power only in appropriate
cases and to appropriate persons? Sections 448c and d of the Interpretation
Act 1984. The matters to be dealt with by regulation should not contain matters
that should be in the Act not subsidiary legislation.

4.

Does the Bill reverse the onus of proof in criminal proceedings without adequate
justification?

5.

Does the Bill confer power to enter premises, and search for or seize documents
or other property, only with a warrant issued by a judge or other judicial officer?

6.

Does the Bill provide appropriate protection against self-incrimination?

7.

Does the Bill adversely affect rights and liberties, or impose obligations,
retrospectively?

8.

Does the Bill confer immunity from proceeding or prosecution without adequate
justification?

9.

Does the Bill provide for the compulsory acquisition of property only with fair
compensation?

10.

Does the Bill have sufficient regard to Aboriginal tradition and Island custom?

II.

Is the Bill unambiguous and drafted in a sufficiently clear and precise way?

Does the Bill have sufficient regard to the institution of Parliament?
12.

Does the Bill allow the delegation of legislative power only in appropriate cases
and to appropriate persons?
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13.

Does the Bill sufficiently subject the exercise of a proposed delegated legislative
power instrument to the scrutiny of the Legislative Council?

14.

Does the Bill allow or authorise the amendment of an Act only by another Act?

15.

Does the Bill affect parliamentary privilege in any manner?

16.

In relation to uniform legislation where the interaction between state and federal
powers is concerned: Does the scheme provide for the conduct of Commonwealth
and State reviews and, if so, are they tabled in State Parliament?
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LIST OF STAKEHOLDERS
I.

Department of the Attorney Genera!

2.

Western Australia Po!ice

3.

Office of the !nspector of Custodia! Services

4.

Department of Corrective Services

5.

Coroner's Court of Western Australia

6.

Supreme Court of Western Australia

7.

District Court of Western Austra!ia

8.

Magistrates Court of Western Australia

9.

Children's Court of Western Australia

!0.

The Law Society of Western Australia

!.

The Western Australian Bar Association

!2.

The Crimina! Lawyers' Association

!3.

Legal Aid WA

!4.

Aborigina! Legal Service of Western Austra!ia

!5.

Law Reform Commission of Western Australia

!6.

Community Legal Centres Association

!7.

Faculty of Law, UWA

!8.

School of Law, The University ofNotre Dame

!9.

School of Law and Justice, Edith Cowan Lniwrsity

20.

Schoo! of Law, Murdoch University

21.

Schoo! of Business Law and Taxation, Curtin University

22.

Crime Research Centre
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P.2

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
Dated this

29

day of,4r_/ng 2007

BETWEEN:
THE STATE OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA
AND
ThE STATE or wES1ERN AUSTRALIA
AND
ThE NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRAUA

RECITALS
WHEREAS
A

The Parties to this Agreement recognise that there are constraints to the
dellveiy of j*atce servIces In the cross border region caused by State borders
and exacerbated by the remoteness oft. re5Ion.

B

The PartIes have agreed to establish a cross border justice schema for Co.
operative Justice eeMces to faclIitaIe Improvements to the delivery of justice
services in the OXOSS border region.

C

The Patties have agreed that the cross border Justice stheme may best
be
implemented by the enactment of Iegislatiøn by the Stabs In. or substantially
In, the tenus oft. model BIll.

V

In ImplementIng the cross border justice scheme the Parties acknowledge
that
the scheme should:
o
o
o
o
o

provide an efficient and effective system for detiverIng Justice services In
the cross border region, regardless of the State and Terdtoiy borders;
assist In addressing community safety Issues by ensuring a
more
responstje Justice system operates in the regIon;
take Into account the difficult positIon of victims of wbnes In the region;
provide tIn the shared use of facilities in the deltvsry ofJustlce Services
In the three jurisdictions; and
facilItate the expeditious resolution of crimInal prosecutions related
to
the region.

iNTER.5OvERNMwy AGREMwff

CROSS BORDER JUSTICE SCHEME
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The objecttves of this agreement are to;
o

F

provide for matters In connection with the admInistration and
Implenwdatiofl of the cross border legislation: and
itottote the co-op&atPJe nawre of the aces border lushes scheme
between the pa,tlclpalingJtwtsdlclhns.

The Patties now make this Agreement to provide for the administration of the
cross borderiustice scheme.

IT IS AGREED:
PART 1: DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION
1.1

The kllowng words and expressions have the following meanings unless the
context otherwise requires.
Agreemenr means this Agreement Including the Sthedulos and any
Annexures.
conlact officer means the pezson or pereons so desalbed In Schedule I of
the Agreement as amended from time to time,
`Gout means the Court of Summary Jurisdiction and Youth Justice Court of
the Northern Terdto.y, the Magistrates Court and ChlMran's Court of Western
Australia and the Magistrates Court and Youth Court of South Australia
exercising their summary criminal Juiledlction.
`Cross border Justice scheme' Is the scheme for cooperative delivery of justice
eeMces or the cross border `egton.
"Cross border legIslation" means he Acts and Regulatlais enacted and made
In accordance with Pail &
tress border magistrate' means a magistrate appointed as a cross border
magistrate under the cross border legIslation
`Gross border registrar means a person appointed as a registrar or a deputy
registrar of a Court to Implement the aces hoMerJustice scheme.
"Cross border regiott means the region of central Australia as defined In
regulations to the model BIll,
`Family violence, and domestic violence orders means orders made under the
Domestic Violence Act NT. Resfralnb'ig Orders Act 1997 WA arid the
Domestic Violence Act 1994 SA or any legislation that repeais and replaces
those Acts,
"Justice ServIces' means all aspects of the Justice process IndudIng but not
limited to police Investigation, cowl proceedings and final disposition, including
the role of o3rrecthnal services and Juvenile justice officers, dWersionary
processes, fIne otrcement, and the makrng of Family violence or domestic
violence orders.
"Model GUI and model regulations' means the model legislative provisions
agreed to by the Parties to facilitate be cross bordorjustice scheme.
Participating Party' means any Party Which has secured the passage or the
making of the legislation provided for in Part 5 and caused that legislation to
come Into force, and In relation to wi-rich Party such legislation remains fri force.
"
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SeMce level agreement means an agreement negotiated and executed b
accordance with PartS.
In this Agreement State Includes the Northern Territory of Australia.

1.3

Unless a contrary kinUon appears:
a.
b
c

a reference to a Part Is a reference to a Part of this Aoreement:
a reference to clause, stt.'dause or paragraph Is a reference to a
clause sub-clause or peraraph of this Agreement
words importing the singular shall include the kiral and vice versa.

PART 2: COMMENCEMENT AND OPERATION OF AGREEMENT
2.1.1

ThIs Agreement commences when it has been executed by to or more of the
Pacitea. but does tt create any oMgatlone with respect to a Party unhi the
Party executes the AreemenL

2.2

ThIs Areenient operates untO ft Is terminated In accordance with Part 1.

PART 3: AGREEMENT
3.

The Parties agree that they wlfl co-operate In a spirit of goodwil to fedhitate the
ktipisrnentation and administration of the cross border jsttce scheme.

PART 4: AGREEMENT TO GIVE EfFECT TO THE MODEL BILL AND THE MODEL
REGULATIONS
4.1

Each Party will use Its beat endeavaure to Introduce to Its Parliament as soon
as practIcable, a SW, that contaIns:
-

a

provisions Wi subsnttsPy the same terms as lbs model bill; and

b

such additional provisions as are necessaly or convenient to give effect
to the cross border Justice scheme, Including piovlsiona to amend or
repeat other legislation.

4.2

Each Party will use Its best endeavoixs to secore the passing of Its Bill by its
Parhament and to bring its Act Into operaon as soon as is practicable.

4.3

Each Party will make Regulations In the same terms as the model Regulations.
A Party may lnch,da In Its Regulations additional prvvisions, provided they do
not confllct'Mth or undermIne the model Regulations or any of the prG4sbns of
the model Regiiattons.

4.4

Each Party will bring Its Regulations Into effect on the same day as Its Act or as
soon as possible thereafter.

4.5

Each Party wi noti& each other Party of the date on w*lch its 510 Is lrtoducd
Into Its Parliament, of the date on with It Is passed and of the date on which
Its Act comes kito operation, and of the date on which Its Regulaøona take
effect.

4NT!R-GQWMMENTA&Cae4T
CROSS BORDER JUSTICE SCHEME
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OF THE MODEL
PART 5: MAINTAINING U41FORMflY OF ThE CORE PRCVISIONS
REGULATIONS
BILL AND THE MODEL
respect of the cross border
The Parties agree to maintain uniformity in
5.1
legislation.
will not submit to their
Except as provided in this Agreement, the Partiesupon
5.2
coming frito bite,
will,
which
legislation
respective Parliaments any
the unanimous
with
except
legislation
repeal or amend the cross border
Parties.
Participating
consent of the
of any Pthate
A Party will use its best endeaveurs to prevent the passingor undermine the
6.3
with
Inconsistent
be
amend,
repeal,
would
that
Membe?s Bill
provisions required by the Model lsglelatlon end this Agreement.
vary any
Except as provided In this Agreement a Party will not revoke orunanbriotls
5.4
the
with
except
Regulations
Model
regulation required by the
that is
corcsent of the Participating Parties and will not make any new regulation
Provisions.
Model
the
undermine
would
Inconsistent with or
PART 6: APPOINTMENTS
6.1

6.2

The Parties agree that a nomination for a person to be appointed as a cross
border magistrate will not be made tinbss
a the pereon to be appointed as a cross bottler mistrate consents to It's
appointment;
b

the Chief Magistrate of the Jurisdiction In which its person is a maglefrate
consents to the appointment and

c

the Attorney General of the Jurisdiction in which the person is a magistrate
consents b the appointment

The parties agree that a nomination for a person to be appointed as a cites
border registrar wil not be made unless the relevant authority consents to
appointment. In the Noithern Territory and Western AUstralia the relevant
authority Is the Principal Registrar of the Court In South Australia the relevant
authority Is the State Courts Mmlntstrator.

PART?: SERVICE AGREEMENTS
7.1

The Parties agree to continue to act co.operattvely and h good faith to
Implement the cross border Justice scheme, and endorse the use of aeMoe
agreements between agendas with respect to co-operative court seMcee,
police services, and corrective services for residents cit fitS cross border region.

7.2

The seMce agreements may include but need not be lbnlted to
a

the appointment, remuneration and management of Justice offIcers;

b

cost shadrig arrangements for the delivery of the Services; aiid

a

any other matter considered necessary to further the obJuctives of the
cross borderjustlce scheme and his Agreement

INTER.GO'uBRNMENTAGRESMENT
GROSS aorOR JUSTICE $CHEIQ
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PART 8; CHANGE AND TERMINATION OF THIS AGREEMENT
8.1
8.2

8.3
8.4

ThIs Agreement mey be changed with the written consent of all Parties.
signed by
My changes made to this Agreement will be recorded in a document
of the
commencement
for
dates
or
date
agreed
an
kicludes
that
Parties
alt
changes.
of
lIds Agreement may be t.rnilnated at any Umo With the written agreement
all Parties.
If this Agreement is terminated the Parties will take all steps necessary to
repeal the cross border legislation and revoke sU appointments made to
Implement the cross bo4erIustIce scheme.

PART 9: WITHDRAWAL PROM THIS AGREEMENT
9.1

A Party may withdraw from this Agreement by giving not less than 6 months
notice In writing to each of the other Parties.

9.2

It a Party withdraws from this Agreement, this Agreement will remain ii force
between the rentalrthig Parties.

9.3

The Party that wuhdmws tram this Agreement will take all action within Its
power necessary to effect that withdrawal, including the repeal and amendment
of the cross border legislation, the revocation of etetutoty kietniments or
appointments made to Implement the cross bonier Justice scheme.

PARt `10: REVIEW OF CROSS BORDER JUSTICE SCHEME

10.1

The Participating Parties wilt review the operation of the cross border justice
scheme no later than 3 years after the commencement of the fhst Act enacted
In accordance with Part 4 by one of the Parties.

10.2

In addition the Parties may at any dma review the operation of this Agreement,

PART 11: RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES
11.1

DIsputes arising under this Agreement will be referred to the contact officers of
the States Involved In the dispute for resolution.

11.2

The contact officers shall attempt in good faith to resolve any dispute arising
under this Agreement within $0 business days

113

In the event that the contact officers cannot resolve the dispute, the dispute
shall be referred to the Solicitors General of the States Involved In the dispute
for resolution.

11.4

In the event that the Solicitors General cannot resolve the dispute wIthin 30
buslrtess days, the dispute shall be refened to the Attorneys-General of the
States Involved nibs dispute far resolution.

11.5

The Parties acknowlecj9e that failure to resolve a dispute arising under mis
Agreement wilt jeopardlse the continued existence of the cross border Justice

INTER-GOVERNMENT AGReEMENT
CROSS SOROER JUSTICE saiera
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scheme and acknowledge bat they will co-operate and act
dispute.
bilny about a satisfactoty resolution of any such

hi

6
good Ith to

PART 12: CONTACT OFFICERS AND CORRESPONDENCE
this Agreement am set
The contact offlcett for the pdtea for the purpose of
12.1
out In ScheduLe 1.
8$ set out In
Al? correspondence between the Parties Is to be delivered
12.2
Schedule!.
on behalf of the
N WITNESS THEREOF this pcreement has been signed for and
Parties as at the data and ar wifiten above.

SIGNED by the Honourable Michael Atkinson
Attorney-General of the State of
South Austma
in the presence of:

SIGNED by the 1-lonourable Jim McGlnty
Attorney-Seneral. of the State of
Western Australia
In the presence of

c4
V

SIGNED by the Honourab4e Syd SIlrllng
Attorney-General of the Northern

Terrltoy
In the presence of:

MREEMN1

CROSS OORDER
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SCHEDULE I
Contact officers
The contact office: for any Issue arising out of thu admInistration orapplicetlon of the
Agreementor the corresponding laws is:
For WA

DIrector
Policy Directorate
Department of the Attorney-General

For 54

ExecutIve Director
Po&y, Planning & Legislation DIvon
Atbmey-General's Department

Forth. NT

Chief Execulive Officer
Depaetmentofjusflce

Correspondence
AN notices anti other documents sent under this Agreement may be sent
ToWA

GPOBoxFSj7

PERTH
WESTERN AUSTRALIA 6841
Periland:

Level 16.141 St Gecigee Termce

PERTH WA 6000

To SA

To NT

GPO Box 464
AQELAIDE
SOUTH AUSTRALIA 5001
Per Hand:
Level 10,45 Pine Street
ADELAIDE SA 6000
GPO Box 1722

DpawiN
NORTHERN TERRJTORY 0801
Per Hand:
Old Mmfrafty Towers
68 The Esplanarj,

DARWIN CITY NT 0800

*JtERQwepwweft AOR!EIcff
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4,

¼

Department of the Attorney General
Gnvernrnent of Western Australia
Office of the Director General
At enqur,c

E,nil;
theist

[mis Cleat, ?sIcy 00cm
Eilrn1aCktttm.atas

9O 1913

Vie. ni: CBS

OeRcI: itO,ei,e,
Hon Adele Farina MLC
Chairman
Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review
Parliament house
WA 60000
PERTH

Dear Ms Farina
Thank you for your letter dated 24 September 2009 seeking further information from
the Department of the Attorney General on three issues relating to the Cross-Border
Ittstice Amendment Bill 2009 the Bill, which has been referred tI the Standing
Committee on Standing Committee on Uniform legislation and Statutes Review for
inquiry.
Intergovernmental Agreement
Please find attached a copy of the signed Cross-Border Justice Intctgovcrnmentat
Agreement dated 2BNovember2007.
The Committee's understanding is correct in that the tntergovemmental Agreement of
28 November 2007 remains the pertinent Agreement and that the Agi'eernent has not
been subsequently amended.
Clause 5.2 of the Iniergoverraswntal Agreement
There was no formal agreement at ministenal level to the amendment of the CrossBorder Justice Act 2008 WA. However, it is relevant to note that the purpose of the
Bill is to make the cross-Border Justice Act 2008 WA consistent with the SA and
NT Cross-Porder futUre Acts 2009. As the S.A and NT Acts originalty enacted the
provisions in the satne terms as the provisions of the WA Act, as it is proposed to be
anseaxied; it was appropriate to assume that SA and NT menistenal agreement to the
Bitt being presented was axtomatic.

Each jurisdiction has designated a senior officer to receive information and keep their
Minister, Chief Executive Officer and all involved agencies in%r,ned of
developments in the Cross-border Jostice Scheme. Furthermore, reports on the
development of the Scheme and the associated legislation and the need for uniformity
have also been provided ti, all Mtomeys-General via the Standtng Committee of
Attorneys-General SCAG,
tvpl 16 141 Sr Ceortes

`erect Prith

Wtttin, AustralIa 6000

GPO 6°' 1317 Pnth Western Australia 6t41
TeItpheo. 13t757 F,c,k*le `st 9264 tIlt
WSbu5e l'mtsc larica.n.ts.eau
ASH 10595 11443
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Clause 7 ofthe Cross-Border Justice Amendment Bill 2009

1.1 Other circumstances where a person may be released on charge by police, other
than when bailed, includc: summons matters, diversion to Juvenile Justice Teams
and Juvenile Cautions
1.2 The Cross-Border Justice legislation will enable the person to be taken to the
police station nearest to the place of their arrest, even though that police station
may be in SA or the NT.
The three jurisdictions Police departments are in the process of finalising their
Service Level Agreement, which will detail the working arrangements. It is
anticipated this will be completed by mid-October 2009.
The cunent agreement is that `where practicable, or required, police wi/I charge
an offender at the nearest pollee station where tire fact/tries for derenston exist,
irrespective of where that facility is localS within the region.' There is the
possibility of persons being released at a place further from their place of
arrest/usual abode than wonld otherwise be rIte case, however, this would
normally be a result of the offender's movements prior to the apprehension. All
police actions will be predicatod on time, place and circumstances that are most
prac1isable
1.3 There is currently no lawful obligation for WA Police officers to take the steps
stipulated in section 362 of the Cross-Border Justice Act 2008 WA in relation
to a person, whether released on bail or without charge.
It is relevant to note that section 36 was included in the model legislation because SA
has a similar requirement under section 785 of the Summary Offences Act 1953
SA.
I trust that the above information will be of assistance to the Committee.
Yours sincerely
C,

Cheryl Gwilliam
Director General
September 2009
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& 07.2009 12r36

OIRECIOR laERAt 00103
DIRICIOR GERERAL

N: ill

r. I

Department of the Attorney General
Government of Western Australia
Office of the Director Getleral
alt qEanit
$.4.t

Fa.ma Otq$.
EOn Clsp
4254 I9fl

PtJ1tvII

sIctntr. SQ

Ye's

I 2tOWe1565

Ms Susan O'Brien
AdtsottJ 0cer Legal
Standing Committee on Utrm Legislation and Stamtes Review
Parliament House
PERTH
WA 6000

Dear Ms O'Brien
Thank you for yoox letter dated 2 October 2000 sedcing nther irfonnation beta the
Depernoent of the Attorney General on four questions relating to the Cross-Border
Justice A,nenthtatl Bill 2009 the Bili, which has been referred to the Standing
Committee on Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statute, Review for
I. The Committe, seeks Mviee as to whether the Cross-border Justice Bill 2007
WA was in 2007 the mode! bill" for the purposes of the Inter
Govexranmtal Agreement IGA. I can confirm that WA's Cross-border
Justice Bill 2007 was the model legislation for the purposes ofthc IGA.
2. The Cross-border Jtesrfce 4cr 2008 WA, the PSoipal Act, remains as the
model legislation.
3. Not applicable as emes-bordet 7issce Bill 2007 WA was the model
legislation at its Urns of thlrtducüoo into WA Parbament.
4

Not applicable as the WA lagislaftonralas as the model legislation.

There was no fennel açeernent at minlstetial level to the amendment of the Crossbolder .Isssttc. Act 2008 WA by the Cross-Border Jaice Amendseut Bill 2009
WA. However, it is relevant to note that the purpose of the viii is to make the
Cross-Border Justice Act 2008 WA consistent with Ut. BA and NT Cross-Border
Jrssrice Acts 2009.
As the SA and NT Act originally noted the pmvisim in the same terms as the
provisions of the WA Act so It is proposed to be amended; it was appropriate to
aerume that LA sr4 NT ministerial agreement to the sill being presented was
axiomatic.
t,.t 16141 St Gw$ej T.rrbc. Perth W,,rer, amrw. tore
GPo Dee ttil Perth tnttni AttVtIt. 4541
llept,sne `75151 r.cstt 0 InSt 1121
WSh',tc es,npnoce `449'.au
*5' 70 SIt 119 447
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DIRECTOR GENERAL DOT&
DIRECTOR COrRAL

RIO. 154

AMflionsJl3c each jwlsdiciEu has desigr.aS a sSor officer to receive infonnatiori
and keep their Minister, Chief Executive Officer mad all involved agencies infonned
of developments in the Cross-border Justice Scheme. Funhermor reports cm the
dcvdopment of the Scheme and the associated legislatiot and the need for unifonaity
have also beep provided to the Attorneys-General uta the Standing Committtt of
Attorneys-General.

1 trust that the above information wiu be of assistance to the Committee.
Yours sincerely

/XChcr Gwilliam
Director General
October2009
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APPENDIX 9
LETTER FROM DENNIS EGGINCTON, CEO, ABORIGINAL
LEGAL SERVICE OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA INC,
DATED 1 OCTOBER 2009

i'hursday, October 01,2009

The Hon. Adele Farina MLC
Chairperson
Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review Committee
Parliament House WA

AJ3original Legal Service
ofl%,temAntata, hit
Perth Heed Offi.
Pooedily Square
7Aberte Street
Peril WA 1000

ABN 61532 ltl 441
PD Boa 8194
Perth Bus Ct, WI8849
TO$5265t656

FOS 9221 1161
BY FACSIMILE 08 9222 7805 and
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Dear Chairperson,
CROSS BORDER JUSTICE AMENIMENT BILL 2009
We refer to the proposed amendments to the Cross-border Justice Act 200S `the Act as
outlined in the Cross Bonier Justice Amendment Bill 2009 "the Bill.

The ALSWA notes that clause 7 of the Bill proposes to amend s36l of the Act whereby Ihe word "released' is to be deleted and the words "released without charge"
are to be inserted. The ALSWA is very concerned about the potential impact of Clause 7
of the Bill on Indigenous people and limits its submissions to the Committee to the
effects of this proposed amendment.
The ALSWA submits that the Committee should reject this amendment on the basis that
it will increase the number of Indigenous persons being stranded with the flow on effect
of placing Indigenous persons at risk of harm. This risk is exacerbated and becomes
more acute due to the remoteness of the lands involved, the poor health status of
Indigenous people, the lack of accommodation options, disproportionate number of
juveniles in contact with the justice system and the lack of resources to self repatriate. A
person should be repatriated when they are released, irrespective of whether they are
released without charge or not.
Enclosed you will find a copy of ALS WA's paper, "Submissions: The Stranding Of
People After Contact With The Justice System". This document was submitted to the

WA Attorney General in May 2009. Althou8h the document is limited to the strandings
ofJndigenous people in WA many of the salient points are relevant to the current inquiry.
On this basis the ALS WA refers this document to the Committee for consideration as a
part of its submission,
It is understood that the Committee has convened a hearing for 2 October2009 at 2.3Opm
and that an AL.S WA officer is required to attend. We advise that unfortunately
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ALSWA's most senior criminal lawyers Peter Collins, Director Legal Services and
Graeme Allen, Manager Criminal Unit are currently on annual leave and are due to
return to the office on Monday 5 October 2009. For this reason the ALSWA kindly
requests that the Committee consider excusing ALSWA from attending the hearing
tomorrow. We would be grateful if the Committee is able to advise on an urgent basis its
attitude to this proposal.
Should the Committee require any thither information or assistance itgarding the
proposed amendments the ALSWA would be pleased to assist.
Yours faithfully,

/áfQfl7t
DENNIS EGGINGTON

Chief Executive Officer
Ene: ALSWA submission May08
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Submissions: The Stranding of People
after Contact with the Justice System

Aboriginal Legal Service of
Western Australia mc.
May 2008
C AbOriginsi Legal Scwlce of Western Australia Ine
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Background
On 27 May 2005, ALSWA sent a letter to the Attorney General regarding the stranding
of Aboriginal people following appearances at court and treatment in hospital. ALSWA
asked for a policy amendment in Western Australia providing that if the Department of
Justice now the Department of Attorney General or the Department of Health transfers
Aboriginal and Tortes Strait Islander individuals from their home locality for the
purposes of medical treatment or criminal justice process, then the Department must also
arrange repatriation afterwards.
in response, the Department of Attorney General has now set up a woridng party to
address this issue, On 25 July 2006, ALSWA received a request from the Director
General of Department of Attorney General seeking the name of a contact person at
ALSWAso as to obtain further information about the issue. In response, ALSWA sent a
detailed email to the Department, which contained six recent case examples ofclients
being stranded in regional centres. A contact name and number was given for ALS WA's
offices in Perth, Kununurra, Gerakfton, Broome, South Hedland and Kalgootile.
The stranding of Aboriginal people after court or release from custody was again raised
as an issue at ALS WA's last Executive Committee meeting on 4 December 2007, All
members were concerned by the regularity and number ofpeople being left stranded,
sometimes hundreds of kilometres from their homes. The Committee believed that
addressing this issue should be a State Government priority.
Currently, nearly three years after ALSWA originally raised the issue of repatriation, die
Department of Attorney General has released a state-wide survey to gather statistics on
the number of people stranded following contact with the criminal justice system.
Aboriginal Legal Services staff court officers, Aboriginal Liaison Office's, community
corrections officers and prison staff are being asked to complete a survey foni on each
stranding from I April 2008 to 31 July 2008.
Aboriginal Legal Service of Western Australia mc
ALSWA was established in 1973. It is a community based organization that provides
legal advice and representation to Aboriginal and Ton-es Strait Islander individuals and
groups in a wide range of areas. Its service extends throughout Western Australia via 17
regional/remote offices and one metropolitan office.
ALSWA is the preferred legal service provider for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples living in Western Australia, and makes submissions on that basis.
ALSWA has established a Western Australian Aboriginal Advisory Committee
"WAAAC" to advise governments and other bodies about law and Justice issues
affecting Aboriginal and Tortes Strait Islander peoples living in Western Australia.
Members include ALS WA's Chief Executive Officer, the Manager of ALSWA's Court

3
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Unit and 16 executive officers' elected by the Aboriginal and Tortes Strait
peoples
Islander
from their local regions to speak for them on law and justice issues.
WAAAC members and their support staff are responsible for consulting with Aboriginal
and Tortes Strait Islander communities to ensure that those vjew are also made
available.
Officers

ALSWA's Lawyers and Court Officers provide invaluable information r submissions.
All Court Officers are Aboriginal and represent Aboriginal mid Tones Strait Islander
peoples In the Magistrates Courts and the Children's Court. White many Court ornc
are based in Perth, each regional office has a Court Officer who is often from the local
conununity, providing an understanding of local issues and languages. In more remote
areas of the state, Court Officers arc often the only local permanent legal service.

Introduction
Each &ALSWA's country offices have reported that approximately 1-2 people are being
stranded each week after being released from Court. ALSWA has 18 country offices
indicating that at least 18 Aboriginal people are being stranded every week.
ALSWA submits that people being stranded on such a regular basis is indefensible and
should be addressed immediately by the Slate Government though the implementation of
a repatriation policy.
The fact that it has taken the Department of Attorney General Working Party three years,
to compose a survey and send it out to stake holders, strongly indicates that the issue of
repatriation is not currently a Departmental priority.
Whilst ALSWA supports any Departmental action towards the development of a
repatriation policy, there is a serious concern that the survey results will not accurately
depict the large number of people being stranded following criminal court proceedings
and release from prison. ALSWA raises the following concerns:
* Mistrust and fear of the criminal justice system means that many Aboriginal
people do not approach Court staff for repatriation assistance. Staff arc therefore
unaware that a person has been stranded;
* Many Aboriginal people who are stranded will go and stay with friends or family
or sleep rough and will not come into contact with any service providers;
* ALSWA's clients who become stranded generally come to the attention of
ALSWA'S Aboriginal staff because the person is known to them or they are
contacted by concerned family members. Many other service providers do not
`There arc 2 executive offlcem for each of the former $ ATSIC regions Metropolitan, Central Desert
Region, MurchisoWoasco>me Region, Southern Region, PiLara Region, Ooldfields Region, West
Kimbertey Region and Easi Kimberley Region. They are elected by the Aboriginal and Terms Strait
Islander public every 3 years.

4
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have Aboriginal staff that the community or individual would feel comfortable
approaching and
* In rural and iemole areas, where stranding occurs most frequently, government
and non-government agencies arc over-worked and under resourcod. It is a real
possibility that people will forget or will not have time to fill out the survey
forms. ALSWA staff already have several forms to fill out per client as required
by ALSWA's funding body.
Therefore the aim of this submission is to clearly outline case examples of when, where
and how people become stranded. hi addition, ALSWA has put forward some costeffective and practical recommendations, which aim to ensure that people are repatliated
home after contact with the criminal justice system.
Circumstances that lead to stranding
The issue of repatriation arises when accused people are brought from their town or
community to a metropolitan or regional centre for either court or a term of
imprisonment.
When a person is arrested by the police in a remote area they arc either remanded in
police custody until a prisoner transport van collects than or they are driven to court by a
police escort.
In the event of a plea of guilty there are a number of non-custodial dispositions open to a
sentence in court, including but not limited to good behaviour, fines, community based
orders and sentences of suspended imprisonment.
Once released from custody, people are not taken back to their home but are released
from the courthouse to find their own way home. In a state as big as Western Australia,
this is often hundreds and sometimes thousands of kilometres away.
Sentenced prisoners are also released at the prison gates and left** to find their own way
home.
ALSWA submits that whilst there are instances of people being repatriated, such efforts
are largely at the discretion of individual police officers or departmental staff as there is
no current policy or statutory requirement that ensures repatriation.

Stranding and Aboriginal people
ALSWA believes that a majority of people being stranded am Aboriginal people. This
belief is based on the following reasons:

$
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A large majority of Aboriginal people live in remote areas. The Department of
Indigenous Affairs has recorded nearly 300 temote and town-based discrete
Indigenous communities.2
* Aboriginal people ar ossly overrepresented in the criminal justice system. In
2003, Aboriginal people were anested at almost 12 thncs the rate ot nonAboriginal persons and as of April 2008, 40.7% of tbe prison population were
Aboriginal people!
* There is insufficient custtdiai infrastructure in the regions to enable Aboilginal
people to be placed in prison close to home. As at 30 June 2005, there was a total
of 343 Aboriginal offenders placed in prisons other than the one closest to their
home.4
* A large percentage 38.3% of offences committed by Aboriginal people are good
order offences or driving and vehicle offences 25.8%, which more often than
not resuits in people being released on bail?
* Many Aboriginal people cannot afford to repatriate themselves. In 2006, the
average equivalised household income for Aboriginat households in remote areas
was $329 per week compared to non-Aboriginal households at $812 per week.6
* Many Aboriginal people do not have a rcgistercd motor vehicle or a valid license
to drive home otto collect family and friends when they are released train
custody, In the 2006 Census, only 47% of Aboriginal households had a registered
motor vehicle.'
Re-offending rates
ALSWA submits that until the State government implements a repatriation policy, high
ye-offending rates wiJl continue.
The rate of re-offending by Aboriginal offenders is high. The Australian Institute of
Criniinology found that 54% of adult police detainees had been arrested at least once in
the 12 months before their current arrest and 18% had spent time in prison. In 2002, 82%

2

Western A usiralia. htqui;y i,i,o the Menagement of Offenders in Ciisuxiy and in use Community Hon.
Dennis Mahoney, AO QC Speciat Inquher Perth: Stute Law Publisher, 2005, 9.V, 9.9
3Departinenl of Corrective Services statistics, see
l.ttpi/ww w.coireaivesen'ices.wa.gov.au/_flIn!Pd son%ZOCount/cntOSO522. pd r

`Above, ii 2,

9,74

`14 9.11
`Australian Buftau of Slatistics,2006 Populasion Clirnactcrislks Aboriginal and Torres StaR Islander
Australians 4113.0 see Jpflvvw
14,nslYHcme'thcrnes
-

`Jd
`Jason Pa>ite, Recidivism in Australia: Findings vsd Future Research, Australian Institute of Criminology
p. 67, 2007
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of sentenced Aboriginal offenders were charged with a new offence following exist from
prison.9
The Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody RCIADIC found that the
relations between Aboriginal people and police arc a crucial factor in the
overrepresentation ofAboriginal and Tones Strait Islander people in custody.'°
RCIADIC shows that hostile relations between police and Aboriginal people can be
parti ally attibuted to routine police action against minor offenees, often committed in
public space areas, for the puipose of imposing principles of 1socially acceptable
behavior' as defined by the non-Aboriginal community. Many `trifecta" charges
eventuate because police approach Aboriginal people in public spaces for behaviour that
would go unnoticed if committed by non-Aboriginal people.'2
ALSWA believes that Aboriginal people who are stranded after being released from
custody are often targeted by police and re-arrested. ALSWA staff has reported that the
re-arrest of clients, who have not been repatriated, is common. This is, in fact, one of the
primary means by which ALSWA staff become aware that clients have been stranded.
ALSWA Kalgoorlic office reported thai clients are regularly re-arrested for breach of bail
conditions. For example bail will often include a condition to reside at their home
address, Clients from Warburton are released from Kalgoorlie courthouse and left to rmd
their own way home, which is nearly one thousand kilometres away. The first leg of this
journey is 400km to Lavetton by bus, which only runs once a week. In the process,
clients stay with fl-lends or family in Kalgoorlie. Upon reaching Laverton, They are
recognised by police and it-arrested for breach of their bail condition, The client is then
driven back to Kalgoorlie Court to be re-released on bail and to start the whole process
again.
ALSWA submits that the high rate of re-offending is linked to the fact that people arc
being stranded in metropolitan and regional centres without money, food or stable
accommodation. It is nonsensical that people are being released from court on bail with
the condition that they must reside at a certain address and then are not being repatriated
back to that address, especially in cimumstances where the person is required to report to
their local police station or corrective services offIcer within 48 or 72 hours of their
release to bail. In such circumstances a person will breach their order as without being
repatriated it is often impossible for them to report as required.

`Above n.2. 9.87
DRCIADiC 1991, Op.cti. [133.81
People are apçrehendcd for a miner offence and thereafter the situation escalates into resisting arrest and
assaulting the airesting officers. This is commonly known as the `tiiccta'.
`

RCIADIC If, Op.cii, [I3S6.
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Specific Issues of repatriation as Identified in each metropolitan and
regional area
The following information and case examples have been collected from ALSWA staff.
All case examples have occurred in the last six months.
East KJn*eiley Region
ALSWA's Kununurra office has recently received a number of complaints about the fact
that juveniles and women are being taken from l3aigo to Kununurra 8001cm trip by
police and then left to find their own way home.
There is one bus per day that runs between Icununurra and Halls Creek. For an adult
ticket, the cost is 580 -$115, which is unaffordable for many Balgo residents as they
generally depend on welfre payments. iltis bus leavcs Kununurra at 6.5Opm and arrives
in Hails Creek at l0.4Spm thus leaving people in Halls Creek late at night, potentially
without accommodation.
Once in Halls Creek, people then have to wait until they can hitch a lift to Balgo
community as there is no public transport Ax this 400km trip. These arrangements can
result in people being stranded in Halls Creek for a number of days whilst waiting for a
lift. People have difficulty affotthng safe acconunodation if no family or friencis live in
Halls Creek.
A recent case example of this occurring involved a female client from Balgo community
who was bmught by a police escort to KUUUnULTa on an attest warrant. The night
previous to her arrest, the client had been badly beaten by her partner and had a fractured
leg and serious brutsing. The client was released by the Magistrates Court on bail and left
to find her own way home. ALSWA staff had to organise for the client to stay at a
women's refuge in Kununurra and then paid for her bus ticket to Halls Creek.
ALSWA is funded exclusively by the Commonwealth Government pursuant with a
contract with the Attorney General's Department. Strict guidelines are in place with
respect to the expenditure of money under the contract. The contract does not allow for
ALSWA to pay for the repatriation of clietits. In any event, organising and paying for the
repatrIation ofpeople should not be ALSWA's responsibility.
Another case example involved five young boys who were arrested in Kahiniburu,
refused bail by police and flown to Kununutra for court on a Thursday night. The boys
were aged 10-14 years. The boys were taken to ICununurra without responsible adults
being contacted in Kalumburu.On Friday morning they were released to bail but were not
repatriated. At this time of year the only way to get to Kalumburu is by light aircraft. It
was pure luck that one of the boys mothers was in Kununurra and became aware of her
son appeaiing in court. £qually by chance, the mother had chartered a flight back to
Katumburu that day, which had seats available for all the boys. The cost of chartering a
plane is approximately $1500.
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ALSWA's Kununurra office has stated that in their experience the stranding of
Aboriginal people occurs at least once every week as people from all over the Kimberley
are taken to Broorne because court only goes on circuit in the Kimberley once a month.
West Kimberley Itegion
People who are brought to Broome for court and subsequently released from custody arc
regularly left to find their own way home, even if they have been remanded in custody
for several days.
Adults are generally brought to Broome in prison transport vans whilst jwenules are
escorted by police. Juveniles are sometimes escorted back by police or a community
corrections officer however this is not an official procedure and occurs at the' discretion
of thdivjdual officers.
If an adult offender has been remanded in custody for a number of days in Broome
Regional Prison they are sometimes given bus tickets home. However, ALSWA's
Broome office has advised that prison staff sometimes forget to give the person a ticket,
particularly if it is unexpected that the person be released by the courts.
A recent case example of this involved a female client from Halls Creek. ALS WA's
Broome Court Officer found the woman standing outside the Court House unsure of
when to go. She had just been released from custody on bail and the prison staff had
forgotten to give her a ticket home. She was unaware that she was entitled to a ticket and
was too shy to ask for assistance from the court staff. It was the first lime she had ever
been to Broonie and she was very scared. ALS WA's Court Officer took her to an ATM
so she could withdrawal some cash. Unfortunately her fimily had accessed he funds
whilst she was in custody and she had no money. The Court Officer then took the woman
back to the prison so that she could get a ticket home, which she was given. The client
toM ALS WA's Court Officer that if she had not found her she would have walked around
Broome until she found someone she knew and slay with them until she could get a lift
back to Halls Creek.
People are commonly brought down from Derby to Broome's Magistrate's Court,
ALSWA's Broome office and Broome's DCS office said that people, includingjuveniles,
are often brought from Derby by police and subsequently released by the courts on bail
until the Court sits in Deity at the end of each month. These juveniles are left to find
their own way home.
Pilbara Region
People are regularly brought to Port Hedland's Magistrate's Court 1mm Newman. If
bailed or dealt with by a sentence to non-custodial disposition, people are expected to
travel approximately 600km home.
ALS WA's Executive Committee member from the Pilbara region and AL.S WA's Court
Officer from the Newman Office believe it to be common practise for people to jump on
the Iron Ore train so as to got back to Newman from Hedland Court. Having been

9
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released from custody by the court, people walk down the railway line to a place where
the train slows enough to jump aboani and then jump off the train in Newman. Last year
a man lost his leg jumping off the train. It is only a matter of time before further injuries
and even death results in these circumstances.
ALSWA'S office in Newman has advised that Newman Police also take people as far as
Kaintha and Roebounie to appear in court. Again once released by the court, people are
left to find their own way home. People from outlying communities such as Jigalong,
Cotton Creek and Kunawarritji are also being brought to Newman for SI' or Magistrates
Court by police and then left to find their own way home. As in all remote Aboriginal
communities, the ability to get borne is dependent upon the fact that people can get a lift,
which may take several days. It is common that people in such circumstances are ie
arrested by police for minor offrnces whilst they are waiting in town. There is also a risk
that if no repatriated people may re-offend in a serious way and run the risk of being the
subject of Schedule 2 of the Bail Act, which means that they can only be released to bail
if they can satisfy the court that there are exceptional reasons why they can be released to
bail.
Metropolitan Region
Offenders who are released from the Courts arc less likely to be stranded due to extensive
public transport in the Perth metropolitan area. However several incidents have occurred
in recent months where clients have become stranded
Last month, ALSWA represented a 14 yr old boy whose case was not calLed in court until
3.3opni. The case was heard by the Perth Children's Court. The boy was in custody. The
boys mum cam 1mm Cullacabardee with 3 small children. At 12 she spoke to the
ALSWA soRcitor and said that she couldn't wait much longer because her bus ticket ran
out at 12.56pm and if she missed it she would be stuck in town with all the children and
have to bej for money. The ALS WA lawyer asked Community Justice Services to assist
Community Justice Service informed that Department of Child Protection would assist
however through further investigation it was found that no Department of Child
Protection officers were there. ALSWA `s lawyer ended up giving the mother $10 so that
she could wait to collect her son.
Soutlieni Region
People from ICatanning are regularly brought to Albany by police and left to find their
own way home. The closest 24 hours police station is in Albany. Accordingly, a person
who is arrested in Katanning, Onowangerup or Kojonup who are not granted police bail
are transported to Albany for the next court appearance. Only I bus per day nins from
Albany to Katanning. This bus leaves at 9am so people who appear in court during the
day will have to spend the night in Albany before catching the bus in the morning.
Recently, a young boy from Katanning was released from the Albany Magistrates Court
on bail. ALS WA's Court Officer found him standing out the front of the Court House
unsure of where he should go. He had no money and no way of contacting family. The
ALSWA Court Officer had to drive the boy home due to lack of alternative. She knew
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the family and knew that no family members had the means to come and collect the boy
from Albany.
A[.SWA's Albany office reported that people are stranded in Albany from Katanning
approximately 2-3 times a month.
OoJdtieIds and Western Desert regions
People are regularly brought from Laverton to Kalgoorlie and left to find their own way
borne. The distance between Laverton and Kalgoorlic is roughly 400km. People are also
being brought from the lands, most commonly Warburton, which is approximately
1000km trip. The roads between Laverton and Warburton are dirt roads and there is no
public transport. Some people brought to Kalgoorlie for court are from community's
roughly 1500km from Kalgoorlie. The bus service between Laverton and K.algoorlie runs
once a week.
In the past, people have stolen cars and even on one occasion, a helicopter, in order to
return home. Other people have been stuck in Kalgoorlie for weeks on end staying on the
streets or with family if they are in town.
ALSWA Kaigoorlie office believes that people are getting stranded in Kalgoorlie
anywhere between 2 to S times a week.

Stranding of juveniles
Leaving juveniles stranded in region& centres to find their way, sometimes hundreds of
kilometres home is a major ongoing concern for ALSWA.
Children as young as 10 years old have been left to find their own way back to remote
communities. The care and protection issues in such circumstances are self-evident.
Under no circumstances should a person under 18 years of age be left without money,
support, accommodation and a ticket home after being released from any court in
Western Australia.
A statflnember at the Department of Corrective Services bas told ALSWA that their
departntent has no respoixsibility for repasriatingjuveniles who are released on bail from
court. The Department said that if a young person is released on an order then Corective
Service staff usually plays a supportive role but there is no statutory requirement that
juveniles are repatriated.
If a young person becomes stranded then it is the responsibility of the parents or
guardians to collect the young person. lIthe parents do not then it becomes a welfare
issue and is the responsibility of the Department of Child Protection.
It is wrong to assume that all parents have the financial means to travel hundreds of
kilometres to collect their chilth'en from court. It is even more unfair to assume that if
they do not have such financial abilities then they are irresponsible parents and the
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Department of Child Protection should become involved. As previously mentioned a lot
of Aboriginal people do not have cars, valid licenses or adequate monies for bus fares.
ALSWA submits that when a young person is signed into the custody of a responsible
adult it is wrong to assume that they have the finances to repatriate the youngpetson
homes particularly lithe young person is from a remote community. Finances should be
made available to the responsible adult to ensure that the young person is properly
repatriated or alternative ainngements be put in plate to ensure that the young person get
home safely.
Stranding of sentenced prisoners
Approximately 3-4 people a month come into ALS WA'S head office in Perth seeking
assistance from staff to return home after being released from prison.
An ALSWA Solicitor was recently contacted by a client who had just been released from
prison in Perth. He was from Kalgoorlie and had no money to get a ticket back to
Kalgoorlie. A service in East Perth was prepared to refund the cost of his train fare but he
had to purchase the ticket first, which he could not do as he had no money to buy the
ticket. ALS WA's solicitor paid for the ticket by visa and the service reimbursed the
money the same day. If the Solicitor did not pay for the ticket it would have left the client
in the ridiculous position of a service having money to refind his ticket which he could
not afford to purchase in the first place.
It is ALS WA's experience that upon release, prisoners are sometimes given a ticket home
or money to purehase a ticket. They are then released through the front gates of the prison
and left to ifnd their own way to the train, bus or aeroplane. On the way back from
Acacia prison, A LS WA's prison support officer has often had to pick up releasees who
are trying to hitch a ride back to town. Most metropolitan prisons are not well serviced by
public transport.
Prisoners being mleased from Woorooloo who are not being picked up by family are
driven to Midland train station by peer support officers and put on the train. They are
then left to get to the airport or bus station by themselves.
As far as ALSWA is aware1 similar methods of repauiation arc practised by all prisons in
Western Australia.
There are a number of issues with releasing prisoners in this way. These are:
* People from regional and remote areas may not be familiar with the Perth
metropolitan area or public transport generally. Many releasees may not have the
confidence nor the desire particularly if the person is a prison officer to ask for
assistance.
* A lot of prisoners have literacy and numeracy problems and may be unable to
read the ticket in order to find the correct transport. Outcare listed a number of
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clients who had been in the prison system for years without their tack a Literacy
and nwneracy skills being detected.
A majority of prisoners suffer a mental illness. The Mahoney Inquiry found that
approximately 80% of prisoners in WA suffer from a diagnosed mental illness, a
behavioural disorder, intellectual impairment or drug and alcohol induced mental
illness. Such an illness may make it difficult for the releasee to negotiate their
Own repatriation.
* Releasce's who are from regional and remote areas may have to find their own
accommodation whilst waiting for b'anspoa Money to pay for such
accommodation is often sourced from Centrelink crisis payment, which is roughly
$200. Access to this money is through an Electronic Banking CaM, which is
activated by Centrelink staff. Outcare advised ALSWA that these cards regularly
do not work. Releasee's thereibre cannot access their money until they visit
Centrolink. This is particularly problematic if a prisoner was released on a Friday
as they may be stuck without money for the entire weekend.
* If the releases is not repatriated home immediately it is more likely that the
money will be spent en things other than transport tickets and/or safe
accommodation. If an older family member requests the money from the rolcasce
then they are under cultural obligation to give that money to the family member.
*

Prisoners are sometimes released without legal identification. This makes it
difficult to organise accommodation, money or transport.

It is highly possible that each prisoner released will suffer from one or more of the issues
listed above, In such art instance, re-entry into the community is made more difficult as
releasees do not have their support networks around them, may not have stable
accommodation and could be stranded in a metropolitan or regional centre for a long
period of time. ALSWA submits that in such circumstances the likelihood of a person re
offending is very high.
Summary of key issues identified
The following key issues have been identified:
1. Establishing and implementing a repatriation policy is currently not a State

government priority and it should be.
2. ALSWA estimates that approximately 18 people per week are being stranded. A
majority of these people are Aboriginal people.
3. The stranding of people often results in those people re-offending.
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4. People are being left to travel significant distances to areas, which are not well
serviced by public or other transport. People front remote communities can only
get home by hitching a dde.
5. Juveniles are also getting stranded after being released from court custody,
6. Difficulties with transport often mean that offenders are unable to comply with
certain bail conditions, which relate to their intended place of residence, because
they have not been repatriated.
7. Released prisoners are not being provided with adequate support to ensure that
they are repatriated, which increases risks to prisoner safety.
Review of Best Practice to Bail
Repatriation problems are exacerbated by punitive police bail practises which result in
many people being refused police bail.
ALSWA has already given a number of case examples where people have appeared in
Court only to be bailed to appear locally when the Magistrates Court is on circuit. All of
ALSWA's country offices stated this to be regular police practise.
Police Bail
The RCIADIC made three recommendation in relation to bail. These are:
Recommendation 89
That eke operation ofbail legislation should be closely monitored by each government to
ensure that the enliliement to bail, as set our in the legjslasion, is being recognised in
practise. Furthermore the Commission recommends that the factors big/iligh ted In this
report as relevant to the granting ofbail be ciceely considered by police administrators.
Recommendation 90
That in jurisdictions where there Lv no: already the position:
Y7iere police bail is denied to an Aboriginalperson or granted on terms the
person cannot inee4 the Aboriginal Legal SeMce or a person nominated by the
Service, be notified ofthatfact.
* An officer oftheAboriginal Legal Service or such other person as is nominated
by the Service, be granted access to a person held In cuswdy without bail; and
*

The re be a statutory requirement that the officer in charge ofa station to whom
an arrested person is taken give to that person, in writing, a noqflcation of his/her
right to applyfor ball and to pursue a review of the decision 9' bail is refused and
ofhow to exercise those rights.
14
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Recornmendaiion 91
That governments, in conjunction with Aboriginal Legal Services and Police Services,
give consideration to amending bail legiskaiQn:
*

To enable the same or another police officer to review a refusal of bail by apolice
officer

*

to revise any criteria which inappropriately restrict the granting ofbail to
Aboriginal people; and

* to enable police officers to release a person on ball azor near the place of arrest
without necessarily conveying the person to a police station.
ALSWA notes that there is no qualified rgltt to ball for adults under Western Australian
legislation, only a right to have bail considered. Recent amendments to the Bail Act
1982 WA do not incorporate Recommendation 91. ALSWA submits that the Bail Act
should be amended to incorporate Recommendation 91.
ALSWA further submits that formal anangements should be intmduced with the Western
Australian Police Service to ensure that police contact ALSWA on every occasion an
Aboriginal person who requests ALSWA's assistance is either refused police bail or if
bail is granted, where police are aware that the conditions of ball cannot be met.
Recommendation 1
Reconunendations 89, 90 and 91 of the Royal Conunission into Aboriginal leaths in
Custody should be implemented by the State government with the objective of
reducing the number of Aboriginal people being refused police bail and
subsequently being transported hundreds of kilometres to court.
Recommendation 2
The Ball Act 1982 WA should be amended to provide that adults have a qualified
right to bail subject to the usual conditions which militate against a grant of bail.
ALSWA submits that these refonns will result in consideral,le financial and resource
savings for the Western Australian Police Service. It follows that the fewer people in
police custody the less custodial care obligations will arise forpolice.
Video link up facilities
ALSWA submits that the use otvidec linkup facilities in appropriate cases has greater
potential to alleviate many repatriation issues identified in this submission. This requires
the installation of appropriate video facilities in all Western Australian regional courts,

`3Bo11 Act /982

sS
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police stations and ALSWA offices. At present, AL$WA has not been provided with
fixnding to install video link up in any of its offices.
Recommendation 3
All of Western Australian regional courts, police stations and ALSWA offices
should have the adequate technologies to facilitate telephone conferencing and video
link up with the nearest regional centre. Protocols should be established to enable
persons refused pollee ball to appear as soon as is reasonably possible before a
magistrate either by way of telephone or video linkup to have bail considered.
Northern Territory Repatriation Policy

Cunent policy
The Northern Territory has a Court Support Services Repatriation Policy, which helps
defendants return to remote communities following criminal court proceedings.
The primary aim of the policy is to return a defendant to his or her community, where the
support of the fhmily or community is readily available. The scheme also aims to reduce
the level otre-offending by defendants whe are en bail and unable to return home.
Assistance is provided to a person who meets the following criteria:
the person has been charged with an offence against a law of the Northern
Territory or a Commonwealth law in the Northern Territory;
* the person was under obligation to attend before the court;
* the Court released the person on bail, by acquittal or by conviction without
sentence, by the impositions of a non-custodial sentence or by an immediate
suspended sentence;
* the applicant is unable through his or her own resources to return home, and
assistance is not available from any other source; and
* the grant of assistance is reasonable given the appflcant's financial situation and
distance involved.
The main restrictions when applying for repatriation include:
* people are generally repatriated to their usual place of residence unless it results
in breach of a court order
* people cannot apply for repatriation if they have received assistance in the last 6
months unless the assistance was extended following a court appearance in the
same case or cases; and
* no payment of cash will be made to the applicant.
An application for repatriation assistance is generally made on the day of the court
appearance, as late applications would tend to defeat the purpose of the scheme, Court
staff help applicants to complete the form when necessary.
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ALSWA submits that the existing Northern Territory repatriation policy should be used
as a guideline for developing a similar repatriation policy in Western Australia.
Northern Territory Government review of Repatriation Policy
ALSWA has been advised that the repatriation policy in the Nonhern Territory is
currently being reviewed by the Northern Teititoty Correctional Services.
Two important issues being investigated are:
1, The Jack of support emergency accommodation for people who are travelling to
remote Locations when regular transport is not available.
2. The current repatriation policy takes people to the nearest centre that can be
accessed by public transport, often the centre within which they commitS the
offrnce, and leaves people to find their way the extra distance back to their
community.
One of the proposed solutions to these problems is to contract a non-government agency,
in this case the Larrakia Nation Aboriginal Corporation, and fznd them to be a referral
agency for the Northern Australian Aboriginal Justice Agency and Legal Aid to fill in
repanialion fOIThS and then pick up the client and physically assist them to travel back to
their community. All expenses are to be invoiced to the Northern Te4titory Department of
Justice.
ALSWA submits that the above two problems identified with the current Northern
Territory Repatriation policy will also be key issues within Western Australia. Such
issues needs to be considered through the development of Western Australia's
repatriation policy.
Recommendation 4
The Northern Territory Court Support Sen'kes Repatriation Policy should be used
as a guideline for the Department of Attorney General when developing a Western
Australian Repatriation Policy.
The findings and subsequent changes made wider the current review of the
Nortbern Territory Policy by the Northern Territory Correctional Services must
also be considered.
Recommended changes to current policy and procedure
Police policy and procedure
ALSWA recommends the following police procedures for when an adult is denied police
bail in a remote area:
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1. Where police bail is denied to an Aboriginal person or granted on terms the
person cannot meet, ALSWA should be notified. Formal pmtocols should be
established between ALSWA and police to facilitate a notification process.
2. In the event of the refusal of police bail, arrangement should be made to ensure
that the person appears as soon as reasonably possibLe by telephone or video
linkup before a Magistrate to have their bail reconsidered.
Reasons as to why people have been refused police bail should be annually reviewed by a
designated Government Department. The purpose for this review is outlined in
Recommendation 89 of the Royal Commission into Abotiginal Deaths in Custody see
page 14.
Recommendation 5
If police arrest an adult or juvenile in a regional or remote community, which does
not have a Magistrate Court regularly sitting, and police bail Is refused then the
following procedure should be adhered to:
1. If the person is Aboriginal then ALSWA should be immediately notified.
2. In the event of the refusal of police bait, arrangement should be made to
ensure that the person appears as soon as reasonably possible by telephone
or video linkup before a Magistrate to have their bail reconsidered.
If a young person or an adult is refbsed bail they should be entitled to apply to a
magistrate for bail by telephone application.
RecommendatIon 6
The Bail 4ct 1982 WA should be amended to provide that where an adult or child
has been refused bail by police, fl or authorized community services officer or the
accused is unable to meet the bail conditions of bail that have been set, the accused
is entitled to apply to a magistrate for bait by either video or telephone application if
lie or she cold not otherwise be brought before the court either in person or by
video or audio link by 4.OOptn the following day."
Courts policy and precedure
As outlined in the Northern Territory Court Support Services Repatriation Policy, the
application for repatriation assistance is generally made at court with the assistance of
Court support staff.

"Law Reform Commission of Western Australia, Aboriginal Cuswmwy Laws Final Repon: The
Mteroason qf Wesiern Ausbailan Law with .4borlglnal L.a,v and culture Perth: Quality Press, 2006
Recoin inendation 31
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Recommendation 7
identifying whether or not a person needs repatriation assistance should be a
standard part of court administrative procedures when a person has been released
from custody.
Prisons policy and procedure
ALSWA is appalled that prisoners from regional and remote areas can be released from
custody without prison support staff first ensuring that they have the financial means and
ability to get themselves home whilst ensuring that they have stable accommodation in
the interim.
Releasing prisoners out ofthe prison gates without any family support or other support
services is completely unacceptable, particularly for prisoners who have been identified
with mental health problems.
ALSWA submits that allowing people to be released without access to money, personal
identification and stable accommodation is setting people up to fail.
Recommendation S
Repatriation plans should be developed for each qualifying prisoner at least one
Inonth prior to release. Families and the appropriate supped services should be
notified of this plan.
Section 33 of the Prisons Act 198! WA states that Upon releases of a prisoner from
prison, the chiefexecutive officer may, out ofthe money available to himfor the purpose,
provide the prisoner with the means otretuming home by paying for the prisoners fare or
by providing other means of transport. ALSWA recommends the following amendment.
Recommendation 9
The Prisons Act 1981 WA should be amended to read that the Chief Executive
officer inns: provide the prisoner with the means of retaining home if they do not
have the sufficient resources or outside support.
Prisons should be adequately funded to provide such a service.
Such a measure would reduce the likelihood of re-offending, ensure prisoner safety and
provide an area where families can assemble.
in addition, ALSWA submits that support accommodation hostels should be set up in all
metropolitan and regional areas where the State prisons are located. The purpose of such
hostels would be a safe and secure place for prisoners to go upon release that offers
support staff ifrequired, The hostel would also be a place where families could come
down and wait at the hostels petding prisoner release and then travel home together.
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Recommendation 10
The State government should commit to the resourclng an implementation of secure
hostels for recently released prisoners and tkeir families. All relevant government
and non-government stake holders should be consulted dining the development and
Implementation process.

Conclusion
ALSWA understands that the implementation of the above recommendations may be
costly, however ALSWA strongly believes that the recommendations will reduce the re
offending nies of Aboriginal people and thus their overrepresentation in the criminal
justice system.
ALSWA submits that in the long run, costs can be reduced through an adequate,
evidence-based review of offenders entitlement to bail and the conditions by which police
refuse bail.
Adequate video linkup facilities in all regional and remote centres will also reduce costs
in the long run for the same reasons.
ALSWA is also strongly of the view that custodial care issues do not end at the prison
gate when prisoners are released not at the door of the court when prisoners are released.
A Sound repatriation policy wiJi enhance wisoner safety.
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Summary of ALSWA's Recommendations
Recommendation 1
Recommendations 89, 90 and 91 of the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in
Custody should be implemented by the State government with the objective of reducing
the number of Aboriginal people being refused police bail and subsequently being
transported hundreds of Icilometres to court.
Recoinmendation 2
The Bail Act 1982 WA should be amended to provide that adults have a qualified right
to bail subject to the usual conditions which militate against a grant of bail.
Recommenijafion 3
All of Western Australian regional courts, police stations and ALSWA offices should
have the adequate technologies to facilitate telephone conferencing and video liulcup with
the nearest regional centTe. Protocols should be established to enable peison refused
police bail to appear as soon as is reasonably possible before a Magistrate either by way
of telephone of video linkup to have bail considered,
Recommendation 4
The Northern Territory Court Support Services Repatriation Policy should be used as a
guideline for the Department of Attorney General when develop'mg a Western Australian
Repatriation Policy.
The findings and subsequent changes made tinder the current review of the Northern
Territory Policy by the Northern Territory Correctional Services must also be considered.
Recommendation 5
If police auest an adult or juvenile in a regional or remote community, which does not
have a Magistrate Court regularly sitting, and police bail is refbsed then the following
procedure should be adhered to:
1. If the person is Aboriginal then ALS WA should be immediately notified.
2. In the event of the meflisal ofpolice bail, arrangements should be made to ensure
that the person appears as soon as reasonably possible by telephone or video
linkup before a Magistrate to have their bail reconsidered.
Recommendation 6
The Bail Aa 1982 WA should be amended to provide that where an adult or child has
been refused bail by police, JP or authorized community services officer or the accused is
unable to meet the bail conditions of bail that have been set, the accused is entitled to
apply to a magistrate for bail by telephone application if he or she cold not otherwise be
brought before the court either in person or by video or audio link by 4.OOpm the
following day.
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Recommendation 7
Identifying whether or not a person needs repatriation assistance should be a standard
pail of court administrative procedures when a person has been released from custody
Recommendation S
Repatriation plans should be developed for each qualifying prisoner at least one month
prior to release. Families and the appropriate support services should be notified of this
plan.
Recommendation 9
The Prisons Act 1981 WA should be amended to read that the Chief Executive officer
must provide the prisoner with the means of returninj home if they do not have the
sufficient resources or outside support.
Prisons should be adequately funded to provide such a service.
Recommendation 10
The State government should commit to the resoulting an implementation of secure
hostels for recently released prisoners and their families. All relevant government and
non-government stake holders should be consulted during the development and
implementation process,
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I October 2009
Hon Adele Farina MW
Chairman
Standing Coniniittee on Unit out' tesislalion

And Statutes Review
Fflrliament Eousc
PERTH WA 6000
Dear thai nasa
INQUIRY INTO ThE CROSflORDER JUBIleE AMENDMeNT BILL 2009

1 refer to your letter p124 september 2009 In which you advise that the
above Bill stands referred to the Standing Committee on Unffonn
legislation and statutes Review Ccan,ni&e for inquiry and report and
melt a number of questions in respect othe implications of the Silt

For your infonnatlon I have lied relatively little Involvement in refatlon to
the Qws-bor*r Justice Act 26v8 or the proposed Bill and enclose
herewith fne correspondence involving this office in ralston to the matter
which conipthes a letter front the Director General of the Department of
the Attorney General dated 6 February 2008 addressed to mc and my
rosponse of 17 Itfiruony 2009.
understand the situation, concerns were raised at the time of drafting
the South Australia ajid Northern Terzitoiy cross-border Justice Bills by
magistrates in those states, concerned about losing their authority over
coronlal inquirieo into deaths In custody. ThS concern was to ensure
that there would not be a provision which athitrarlly excluded their
jurisdiction. In my response of 17 February 2009 1 advIsed that I had
reseivaliwu as to how the Act could impact on the Coroners Act 1906,
but considered that the propcse4 Bill could clari5' the aituaticm and
As I

provide comfout to those magistrates.
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The tnlcent, thettfcrc, was to ensure that there was no legidative
ilupedlinent which would prevent a aroner who would otherwise have

jurisdiction front conducting inquiries considered appropriate, hi that
context 1 ccrtainl7 agree with the ptopo.ued amendment.
You advise that the Coannilttee enqulres Thether the prq,osed section
159A opens the possibility for competing coroniul inquiries in the crent
of the death in custody of a person arrested under the principle Act. In
order to respond to Ibis cpestiou it is necessary to pmvide some
explanation as to how the coronisi system operates in Australia.
In Australia there is no eoninionwea!th coronial Jurisdiction and each
state and tenitozy conducts corcnial inquiries pursuant to its own
legislation. In each slate and territory a coroner has Jurisdiction In
respectofa "rcportablcdtath". ltianotuncommonforsdeathtobe a
"repoSble death" within the meaning of the legislation of more than one
state or territory. In this jurisdiction a "Western Australian death" is
defined in section 3 &the Act to mean a death
-

a that occurred in Western Ausfralia
b when the body is In Western Australia;
c the cause of with occurred in Western Australia;
tO of a person who was ordinarily residing in Western Mistralia
at the time of death; or
e tapenonwho,atthethneofdeatb,waslnanindustryto
and in relation to which the Indians! ReJthons Act I97
applies due to the operation of section 3o1 that Act.
Most other states and territories have similar if not identical provisions.
It is olnicus that there will regularly be overlap as a person ordinarily
residing in Western Australia may die in another state or a person `nay
die in another state from a cause Which occurred in Western Aususifa
etc.
Overlap of jurisdiction, tere,re is common In respect of coronlal
deaths. Section 1594. therefore, decs not create a different situation, it
merely allows the situation with thsts generally to continue.
There is no legislation or administrative direction which limits aroners
or requires one particular state or teiritoty to accept jurisdiction. The
ocronial jurisdiction.s are in regular contact to ensure that there is a
ininunuin of duplication of effort, Decisions in respect of who will do the
work in respect of a particular investigation are made on a practical basis.
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In reqiect of cases where it is considered approptiate for an inquest to be
held or where ills mandatonj for an inquest to be held, coroners often
communicate directly to d's CUSS who should conduct the inquest. When
a decision has been made, the ether coronet would often rely on the
decision of the corotte boldirg the inquest or finalise the matter based or
available documentation.
In the past this practical approach to ItIIDIIIIISIIIg duplication and
onsuring that the appropriate jurisdiction carries the investigation has
worked extremely well and I ant not aware of any case where problems
have been encountered.
these being a problem with "competing" inqturies, it is
important for tnorc than ore state to have Jurisdiction.
Far from

often

Mi example of the way in which these pttctical anangements opera is
the case of the crash of a Beech Craft Super King Air 200 Vlf-SKC on
4 September 2000. That aircraft departed Perth Domestic Airport arid
impacted with the ground approximately 65 kilometre, south east of

Buthetown, Queensland. The aircraft was destroyed and there were eight
Jet

As 11w deaths occwrcd in Queensland, a Queensland coroner had
jurisdiction to investigate,
In that case Queensland poli. attended the crash scene, took
photographs and had some limited involvement In investigating aspects of
the case which cccun'ed in Queensland. Foot mortem examinations were
conducted if the John Tonge Centre in risl,auie. Iteports were obtained
from Queensland forensic pathologists.

As the deceased persons were nonnally resident in Western Australia and
the causes of the crash occurred in Western Australia, Westeni Australia
also had jurisdiction and much of flue investigation was conducted In
Western Australia In respect of the causes of the deaths, As the issues
important for the puq,oses of the inquest were Investigated in Western
Australia, if was deternilned that an inquest should be held in Westem
Australia and one was conducted by me in 2002. The Queensland
coroner relied upon my findings as well as the results of the invtizations
conducted both iii Queensland and Wes$rn Australia In this case there
was no duplication of effort and practical consideradona were used In
otiler ensure that relevant Issues were Investigated adeuatety.
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This issue of overlap of jurisdictions is regularly discussed by all State
Coroners anii their equivalent at our mcetinga and it has been oin view
that guidelines or formal administrative niechantints would not be
helpful. As a matter of practical reality, however, it is obvious wbich
jtiriedidion will conduct certain aspects of any investigation.
ft is, for eximple, obvious that where a death occurs in one state the
Initial investigation surrounding the dlscoveq of the body etc will be
conductedbypollce 1mm that state andthepostmortent examination will
be conducted by a forensic pathologist hi that state. It is also a nialter of
common sense that where there are important issues relating to the cause
of death, any inquest would normally be held in thc state or tCLTitory
where the cause of death occurred, rather than the slate cx lerritoty
where the person died.

These considerations apply in a wide range of cases, not only those to
which jection 1S9A applies, mid I have no concerns In respect of the
iniplicatlons of section ISØA In that regard. In my experience there is no
disadvantage in two or more states having jurisdiction in respect of a
death and there ore a nimtcr of poaitivo advantage8.
I trust that the above hifonnation is of assistance to you.
Yours sineexcly

stair Hope
STATE CORONER
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